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HASTINGS
COLLEGE
OF THE LAW

Open Meeting
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

NOTICE OF MEETING
EVENT:

Meeting of the University of California
Hastings College of the Law Board of Directors

DATE:

Friday, December 2, 2016

PLACE:

UC Hastings College of the Law
Alumni Reception Center
200 McAllister Street, 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102

STARTING TIME:

9:00 a.m.

AGENDA:

See Attached

This notice is available at the following University of California, Hastings College of the Law website
address: http://www.uchastings.edu/board

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------For further information please contact Elise Traynum, Secretary of the Board of Directors, 198 McAllister Street,
San Francisco, CA 94102, (415) 565-4851. You are encouraged to inform Ms. Traynum of your intent to speak
during the public comment period 72 hours in advance of the meeting.
The University of California, Hastings College of the Law subscribes to the Americans with Disabilities Act. Please
contact the Secretary’s Office by 10 a.m. on Monday, November 28, 2016, for accommodations.

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OPEN SESSION AGENDA
December 2, 2016 - 9:00 a.m.
UC Hastings College of the Law
200 McAllister Street
Alumni Reception Center, 2nd Floor
San Francisco, California 94102
1.

ROLL CALL
Chair Thomas Gede
Vice Chair Chip Robertson
Director Simona Agnolucci
Director Donald Bradley
Director Tina Combs
Director Marci Dragun
Director Claes Lewenhaupt
Director Mary Noel Pepys
Director Courtney Power

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD

(Oral)

3.

REPORT OF ASUCH PRESIDENT
ASUCH President Sammy Chang 2L

(Written)

*4.

GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR
The following items are presented as the Consent Calendar. Anyone wishing to remove any item
from the Consent Calendar for discussion and/or consideration may request that the Chair remove
the item from the Consent Calendar. All remaining Consent Calendar items shall be approved
by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion.
*4.1

Approval of Minutes: September 16, 2016

(Written)

*5.

FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR
The Finance Committee Meeting was held at UC Hastings in the A. Frank Bray
Conference Room, San Francisco, California, on Thursday, November 10, 2016, at
10:00 a.m. By unanimous vote, the Finance Committee submits the following Consent
Calendar. Anyone wishing to pull any item from the Finance Consent Calendar may
request the Chair to remove the item from the Finance Consent Calendar for discussion.
All items on the Finance Consent Calendar shall be approved by the Board of Directors in
a single vote.
*5.1

*5.1.1 Engineering Services – MKThink
(McGinnis Chen Associates, Inc.)
*5.1.2 2017 Commencement – BGCA Management, LLC
(Bill Graham)
*5.1.3 Hastings Magazine - Diablo Communication Partners

(Written)
(Written)

Nonstate Contracts in Excess of $50,000
*5.2.1 Grant - Washington Center Equitable Growth – WLL Schedule
Stability Project
*5.2.2 Alumni Reunions – Palace Hotel 2017

(Written)
(Written)

*5.3

Fund Transfer from Cash Account to GEP Investment Pool

(Written)

*5.4

Approval of Agency Statement - Climate Adaptation
in the 2017 California Five-Year Infrastructure Plan

(Written)

Shared Platform Proposal - UC Davis Graduate School of Management

(Written)

*5.2

*5.5

6.

State Contracts in Excess of $50,000

(Written)

REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
6.1

Investment Management – Presentation by UC Treasurer’s Office

(Written)

The following reports were discussed at the Finance Committee Meeting on November 10, 2016.
These are listed below as informational items, and distributed in the agenda packet.
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6

Investment Report as of September 30, 2016
State Budget Report as of September 30, 2016
Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report as of September 30, 2016
Update on Moss Adams Engagement - HR and Payroll Processing
Listing of Checks and Electronic Transfers over $50,000

(Written)
(Written)
(Written)
(Written)
(Written)

7.

REPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE
7.1

8.

8.2

Discussion of Non-JD Graduate Programs at UC Hastings: LLM, MSL,
HPL, and Other Permutations and Possibilities (Report with Acting
Provost & Academic Dean Evan Lee)
Other Informational Items: Academic Programs, Bar Passage, Student
Services, External Relations and Personnel

(Oral)
(Oral)

REPORT OF THE ADVANCEMENT & COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
9.1
9.2
9.3

10.

(Written)

REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR & DEAN
8.1

9.

Report: UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium Law, Science & Health
Curriculum Presented by Associate Dean & Consortium
Director Jaime King

Building UC Hastings Campaign Update – Eric Dumbleton,
Chief Development Officer
Overall Fundraising Update – Eric Dumbleton,
Chief Development Officer
Community Relations Update - Director of External Relations,
Alex A.G. Shapiro

(Written)
(Written)
(Oral)

REPORT OF THE GENERAL COUNSEL
10.1

Annual Legislative Update with Mr. Michael Belote of California
Advocates

(Written)

11.
DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS
This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters, provide a
reference to staff or other resources for factual information, or direct staff to place items on future
agenda.
12.
THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION AT APPROXIMATELY 11:00 A.M.
The Board will adjourn to the closed session to consider the items listed on the Closed Session Agenda.
At the conclusion of the Closed Session, the Board will reconvene the Open Meeting prior to
adjourning the meeting, to report on any actions taken in Closed Session for which a report is required
by law.
*13.

ADJOURNMENT

(Oral)

Agenda Item: 1
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
ROLL CALL
Friday December 2, 2016

Meeting Start Time: ___________

UC Hastings College of the Law
Alumni Reception Center
200 McAllister Street, 2nd Floor
San Francisco, CA 94102
Directors present in answer to roll call:
Chair Thomas Gede
Vice Chair Chip Robertson
Director Simona Agnolucci
Director Donald Bradley
Director Tina Combs
Director Marci Dragun
Director Claes Lewenhaupt
Director Mary Noel Pepys
Director Courtney Power
Meeting End Time:

_____________

Agenda item: 2
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

Public Comment Period
This item is reserved for members of the public to comment on non-agenda and agenda items.

Agenda Item: 3
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

ASUCH President

2.

REPORT:

Written Report

Agenda Item: *4
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

ACTION ITEM:
*4.

GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR

The following items are presented as the Consent Calendar. Anyone wishing to remove any item
from the Consent Calendar for discussion and/or consideration may request that the Chair
remove the item from the Consent Calendar. All remaining Consent Calendar items shall be
approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion.
*4.1

Approval of Minutes: September 16, 2016

(Written)

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OPEN SESSION MEETING MINUTES
SEPTEMBER 16, 2016

1.

ROLL CALL

Chair Tom Gede called the meeting to order and ordered the Secretary of the Board to call the roll for
the Board of Directors meeting.
Chair Tom Gede
Vice Chair Chip Robertson
Director Simona Agnolucci
Director Donald Bradley
Director Tina Combs
Director Marci Dragun
Director Claes Lewenhaupt
Director Mary Noel Pepys
Director Courtney Power
2.

PUBLIC COMMENT PERIOD
None.

3.

REPORT OF ASUCH PRESIDENT
3.1

Direction of ASUCH 2016-2017
3.1.1 Promote Community Development
ASUCH approved the Tenderloin Community Outreach Board and the Green Campus
Taskforce. The Tenderloin Community Outreach Board will ensure that ASUCH and
students will continue to reach out to community organizations. This board is working
with Alex Shapiro to make sure students are aware of and involved in community
events. The Green Campus Taskforce ensures that the College follows proper waste
management.
3.1.2 Continue Promoting Hastings as an Institution
Not discussed.
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3.1.3 Student Concerns (To Be Distributed)
ASUCH President Sammy Chang distributed his written report. He discussed current
student led initiatives and concerns. First, students have asked that the externship limit
not be applied to those participating in the Startup Legal Garage. This is because the
Startup Legal Garage is not a true clinic, but rather a hybrid of a clinic and a course.
Students are concerned because when the externship limit is applied, they have to wait
an entire year after participating in the Startup Legal Garage before they can do an
externship for credit. Acting Provost and Academic Dean Evan Lee noted that he has
referred this matter to the academic standards committee for consideration.
Second, ASUCH President Sammy Chang mentioned students are requesting leaves of
absence during Election Day in November in order to be poll observers in swing states.
Students are requesting that such leaves of absence be granted by professors and that
they have access to recordings during the days they are absent.
Last, ASUCH President Sammy Chang reported that ASUCH has changed its meetings
to business hours in order to accommodate students’ schedules and that ASUCH created
an appellate division for students who feel they are not being heard in ASUCH.
*4.

5.

GENERAL CONSENT CALENDAR
The following items are presented as the Consent Calendar. Anyone wishing to remove any item
from the Consent Calendar for discussion and/or consideration may request that the Chair remove
the item from the Consent Calendar. All remaining Consent Calendar items shall be approved
by the Board of Directors in a single vote without discussion.
Chair Tom Gede called for approval of the minutes and the ratification of the Executive
Committee’s Approval of the PSOA MOU. These items were approved.
*4.1
Approval of Minutes: June 17, 2016.
4.2
Ratification of Executive Committee’s Approval of MOU with
PSOA Transitioning Security Services to UCSFPD
REPORT OF THE EDUCATIONAL POLICY COMMITTEE
5.1

Enrollment Management Update, Bryan Zerbe, Director of Admission
Director of Admission Bryan Zerbe introduced a presentation on national law school
applications. He reported that 2016 saw the first uptick in the number of applicants to
U.S. law schools since 2010. He reported on the makeup of the national pool of
applicants. The national median LSAT score is 153 for all applicants, while the College
applicant pool median was 156. He noted that nationally, there are only about 14,000
people with an LSAT score of 160 or higher, thus competition for these applicants is
strong.
Director of Admission Bryan Zerbe reported that the College was down about five
percent in applications for 2016, however the College was up sixteen percent the year
before in 2015. Though applications were down, the yield was up and the College
enrolled 346 students for 2016. This increase in yield may be due in part to the College
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once again entering the top 50 in US News and because scholarship offers were very
competitive this year.
Director Simona Agnolucci asked how the 156 LSAT median might affect rankings.
Director of Admission Bryan Zerbe clarified that 156 LSAT score was the median score
for the applicant pool and so long as the median score was 159, the College should not
be negatively affected. Director Agnolucci also asked about students transferring to
other law schools and a lengthy discussion ensued about which schools receive transfers
and why.

6.

5.2

Report Regarding Recent Research to include Bar Data Analysis for
2011-2015 Associate Dean for Academic and Professional Success Morris Ratner
Not discussed.

5.3

Inns of Court Program Overview, Acting Provost & Academic Dean
Evan Lee
Acting Provost & Academic Dean Evan Lee disseminated handouts explaining a new
program called the Inns of Court. This program replaces the previous professional
readiness program. It is a substantive program in which a series of workshops will be
held throughout the year in order to help students develop a career roadmap. To date,
Acting Provost & Academic Dean Evan Lee reported that attendance at these seminars
has been quite high. The goal is to engage students so that they are immersing
themselves in the professional world beginning their first year of law school. Chair Tom
Gede mentioned the possibility of getting Director of External Relations Alex Shapiro
to integrate this program into the broader picture of the College. Acting Provost &
Academic Dean Evan Lee responded that he has already pitched the story of this
program to a few media outlets and that some interest has been generated.

FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR

The Finance Committee Meeting was held at UC Hastings in the A. Frank Bray Conference Room,
San Francisco, California, on Thursday, August 11, 2016, at 9:00 a.m. By unanimous vote, the
Finance Committee submits the following Consent Calendar. Anyone wishing to pull any item from
the Finance Consent Calendar may request the Chair to remove the item from the Finance Consent
Calendar for discussion. All items on the Finance Consent Calendar shall be approved by the Board of
Directors in a single vote.
*6.1

Core Operations - State Budget for 2016-17

Chair of the Finance Committee Don Bradley requested that this item be removed from the
consent calendar. Chief Financial Officer David Seward introduced a presentation on this item
instead.
Chief Financial Officer David Seward’s presentation discussed fiscal and operational matters
that are intertwined. Chief Financial Officer David Seward noted that student fees for law
school have been capped for four years and will likely continue throughout the duration of
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Governor Brown’s administration. After Governor Brown’s term, the College may have the
ability to increase fees going forward, which he noted is important in terms of multiyear
planning.
Chief Financial Officer David Seward reported that 2015-2016 will be critical in determining
future tuition discounting, as its cumulative impact on the College budget is significant.
Chief Financial Officer David Seward reported that the fiscal year 2016 operating budget
numbers are based on the College’s year-end financial statements, which are currently under
audit review and thus, not finalized. For the 2015-2016 fiscal year, ending June 20, 2016, the
College reported a negative net income of $6.6 million, $3.8 million of which is a result of
unrealized market loss. He noted that the UC funds had a market loss of about 3.5 percent. He
also noted that as of June 30, 2015, only UC Hastings and UCLA Medical Centers had positive
net positions. He also reported that expenditure control has been successful and thus,
expenditures have been stable. The College has also preserved its investments and liquidity is
strong.
Chief Financial Officer David Seward reported a deficit of $5.9 million in core operations due
in large part to tuition discounting. He projected a net deficit of $4 million—which includes
core operations and auxiliaries.
Acting Chancellor and Dean David Faigman discussed tuition discounting and budget effects,
noting that the College needs an endowment to make up for the tuition discounting. He also
discussed engaging alumni in order to increase gifts and funds, all of which would assist in
raising the ranking of the College.
Chair Tom Gede called for approval of the following items on the Finance Committee consent
calendar. The items were approved.
*6.2
*6.3

Non-State Budget for 2016-17
Budget Changes – 2016-2017 Auxiliary Enterprises
6.3.1 McAllister Tower – Skyroom – Interior Finishes Renewal
6.3.2 McAllister Tower – Elevator Cab Renewal
6.3.3 Parking Garage – Special Maintenance

*6.4

State Contracts in Excess of $50,000
*6.4.1 Kane Hall Master Planning – MK Think
*6.4.2 Software & Information Technology – Simplrr
*6.4.3 Graphics Design – Mortar
*6.4.4 Professional Services – Partners in Communication

*6.5

Non-State Contracts in Excess of $50,000:
*6.5.1 Ctr. For Gender and Refugee Studies – Nat’l Science Foundation
Grant
*6.5.2 Ctr. for Innovation Law – National Science Foundation Grant
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7.

REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
7.1

State Contracts in Excess of $50,000:
7.1.1 Consulting Services – Sibson Consulting - Human Resources
Not discussed.

Chair Tom Gede called for approval of the following state contracts. The contracts were
approved. Item 7.1.3 was removed from the agenda as per Chief Financial Officer David
Seward’s request during the meeting.
*7.1.2 Software – Ellucian – Enterprise Resource Planning System
*7.1.3 Project Management Services – LRCP – TBD
*7.1.4 Database Licensing - Lexis Nexis
*7.1.5 Database Licensing - Thomson Reuters/West
*7.1.6 Space Planning –Kane Hall – MK Think
7.2

*7.3

Non-state Contracts in Excess of $50,000:
*7.2.1 Research Sub-award Agreement – UCSF – Prepare Multistate Directive
Process
Chair Tom Gede called for approval of the non-state contract. The contract was
approved.
Non-state Budget Change – 333 Golden Gate – Fund Transfer to DGS
Chair Tom Gede called for approval of the non-state budget change. The budget change
was approved.

7.4

State Budget Changes
*7.4.1
Settlement Costs – PSOA Agreement
*7.4.2
LRCP – Kane Hall Space Planning
Chair Tom Gede called for approval of the State Budget Changes due to modifications
of the PSOA settlement agreement and budget adjustments for the contract
modifications to Kane Hall building work. The changes were approved.

*7.5

Annual Update of Five Year Infrastructure Plan 2017-2022
State of California, Department of Finance
Chair Tom Gede called for approval of the updated Five Year Infrastructure Plan. The
plan was approved.

*7.6

Long Range Campus Plan – Adoption of Variant B – 50 Hyde Street
Chief Financial Officer David Seward explained the adoption of Variant B into the Long
Range Campus Plan and the need to create a new Long Range Campus Plan document
that will reflect the CEQA process that contemplated both Variant A and Variant B.
Chair Tom Gede called for approval of the administration to create a new Long Range
Campus Plan. The item was approved.
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The following reports were distributed and discussed at the Finance Committee Meeting on
August 11, 2016. These are listed below as informational items, and distributed in the agenda
packet.
7.7
7.8
7.9
7.10
7.11
7.12
7.13
8.

2015-16 Year-end Investment Report
State Budget Report – Preliminary 2015-16 Year-end
Core Operations – State Budget Planning for 2017-18
Non State Budget Report – Preliminary 2015-16 Year-end
Update on Long Range Plan
Annual Report on Insurance Coverage – 2016-17
Listing of Checks and Wire Transfers over $50,000

REPORT OF THE ADVANCEMENT & COMMUNICATIONS COMMITTEE
8.1
Building UC Hastings Campaign Update
Campaign Chair Leo Martinez discussed contributions to the capital campaign. The campaign
raised a total just shy of $600,000. Campaign Chair Martinez noted that the amount raised was
due in part to UC Hastings Foundation Chair Rob Saul and his commitment to raise $1 million.
Campaign Chair Martinez reported that the College raised just over $2.8 million and the
College has $3 million in outstanding asks.
8.1.1 FY16 Final Fund- Raising Results
Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton reported that all philanthropic revenue
generated by the College was up 20 percent for the 2015-2016 fiscal year. The College
went from $4.5 million in fiscal year 2015 to $5.3 million. He reported the discrepancy
in the miscellaneous line in his report is due to $366,000 of funds that will be
transferred out of that account to the scholarship account. $150,000 was given as an
endowed scholarship and another bequest of $140,000 to establish a scholarship fund.
The unrestricted fund saw a minor decrease.
Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton also reported a decrease in received funds,
specifically regarding cy pres awards where there was a decrease of about $50,000
compared to fiscal year 2015. He reported that donors are also up from 2,600 in fiscal
year 2015 to 2,900 in fiscal year 2016.
8.1.2 FY17 Outlook
Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton discussed his fundraising plans for 2017.
He said he planned to ask for $10 million this year and close $3 million in gifts. He
noted that he’d like to exceed $6 million in total raised for the annual fund.
Chair Tom Gede asked how to engage alumni in addition to requesting donations. Chief
Development Officer Eric Dumbleton responded that his department has created the
Director of Alumni Engagement position to address this matter. A lengthy discussion
then ensued about engaging alumni.
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8.2
Staffing Update
Chief Development Officer Eric Dumbleton reported staffing changes for his department.
Jordan Ketring, who previously worked in office of Acting Chancellor & Dean David Faigman,
has joined the Office of Alumni Development and Engagement. Jordan Ketring will be
overseeing annual giving in his new role. Michelle Gascoigne joined the office as a
development specialist and will be helping with a myriad of tasks including donor research. Jen
Reeve has moved from the Office of Alumni Development and Engagement to the office of
Chief Financial Officer David Seward. Caroline Knowles has left the office to become the
director of alumni relations for Stanford Law.
*8.3

SPECIAL AGENDA ITEM:
Annual Report of UC Hastings Foundation
Presenter: Robert Saul, Board President of the UC Hastings Foundation
Board President of the UC Hastings Foundation, Rob Saul delivered his annual report. He
discussed that his goal as president of the Foundation is to have a firm and solid interaction
between the Board of Directors and the Foundation’s Board of Trustees. Board President of the
UC Hastings Foundation Rob Saul reiterated Acting Chancellor & Dean David Faigman’s goal
to establish an endowment within the next two years. He discussed that the Foundation has the
following standing committees: finance, audit, executive committee, and fundraising. The
fundraising committee consists of ten members and fifty trustees. His goal is to make every
trustee a member of the fundraising committee.
Board President of the UC Hastings Foundation Rob Saul also discussed the following
subcommittees and their most recent work: events subcommittee, academic engagement
subcommittee, prospects subcommittee, and the planned giving subcommittee.
He also discussed a goal of the Foundation is to generate donations from persons other than the
trustees in order to avoid donor fatigue.
Board President of the UC Hastings Foundation Rob Saul ended his report by discussing the
Foundation’s plan to hold a Spring Soiree event.

9.

REPORT OF THE CHANCELLOR & DEAN
9.1

Introduction of New Director of Library and Technology, Camilla Tubbs,
and New Chief of Staff to the Chancellor & Dean, Anne Marie Helm

Acting Chancellor & Dean David Faigman introduced the new Director of Library and
Technology, Camilla Tubbs. Acting Chancellor & Dean Faigman also announced his new
Chief of Staff, Anne Marie Helm.
9.2

Report on Action Taken in Closed Session Regarding
Gifts and Appointments (To Be Reported Out After Closed Session)

No items to discuss.
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9.3

Chancellor & Dean’s Annual Report on the Long –Range Plan

Acting Chancellor & Dean David Faigman discussed the Long-Range Campus Plan and the
goal of sharing housing, services, and academic platforms with UCSF.
9.4

Other Informational Items: Academic Programs, Student Services,
External Relations and Personnel

Acting Chancellor & Dean David Faigman mentioned two issues he has been working on: (1)
national rankings and (2) the College’s bar passage rates. In regards to bar passage rates,
Acting Chancellor & Dean Faigman reported that he asked the faculty to convene a report
listing the issues that faculty should consider addressing.
Acting Chancellor & Dean David Faigman reported that all academic and professional support
programs are now under one umbrella and with oversight from Associate Dean for Academic
and Professional Success Morris Ratner.
He also discussed working with the UC Hastings Foundation and the Board of Trustees in an
effort to build an endowment. He mentioned bringing in someone from the University of
Virginia (UVA) who has had success raising money for the UVA endowment. Acting
Chancellor & Dean David Faigman said the plan is to finish the capital campaign in the fall and
then look to building the endowment to support scholarships.
Acting Chancellor & Dean David Faigman ended his report with a discussion on the Public
Safety transition to UCSF. He reported that the College had reached an agreement with UCSF
and the College is working out the final details of the contract and the transition.
Director of External Relations Alex Shapiro discussed three points on how to get the College
back in the top 25 of law school rankings. First, he discussed print publications, which serve to
highlight what happens at the College and allows outside audiences to learn more about the
institution. Second, he mentioned the UC Hastings Community Partnership as method of
promoting the College’s positive presence in the community. Last, Director of External
Relations Alex Shapiro discussed working with Associate Dean for Research Scott Dodson
about promoting the College by targeting US News voters with information from our scholars,
based on their areas of legal interest and practice.
Director of External Relations Alex Shapiro also discussed the current UC Hastings magazine
and its theme of science and the law.
10.

REPORT OF THE CHAIR
*10.1

General Recommendation Action for Slate of Appointment of the UC
Hastings Foundation Trustees

Chief Development Officer Dumbleton presented to the Board the following new appointments of the
Board of Trustees for the current fiscal year: Kevin Cholakian, class of 1981; Dana Cole, class of
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1979; Sasha Cummings, class of 1997; J. George Hetherington, class of 1978; Deborah Lopez, class of
1983; James J. Mullen, class of 1997; and Yuri Vanetik, class of 1998.
Chair Tom Gede called for a motion to approve the individuals as UC Hastings Foundation Board of
Trustees members. The appointments were approved.
11.
DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS
This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters, provide a reference
to staff or other resources for factual information, or direct staff to place items on future agenda.
Chair Tom Gede mentioned adding vice-chairs to each of the standing committees in order to assist the
chair. He announced that he asked Director Courtney Power to serve as vice-chair of the Advancement
and Communications Committee.
Chief Financial Officer David Seward announced that an event honoring Senator Mark Leno will be
held October 14, 2016 at the Tenderloin Museum at 5:00 pm.
12.
THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION AT APPROXIMATELY 11:00 A.M.
The Board will adjourn to the closed session to consider the items listed on the Closed Session Agenda.
At the conclusion of the Closed Session, the Board will reconvene the Open Meeting prior to adjourning
the meeting, to report on any actions taken in Closed Session for which a report is required by law.
13.
ADJOURNMENT
There being no further business to come before the Board of Directors, the Open Meeting was
adjourned at approximately 1:00pm.
Respectfully submitted,

______________________
Elise K. Traynum, Secretary
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Agenda Item: *5

ACTION ITEM

*5.

FINANCE COMMITTEE CONSENT CALENDAR

The Finance Committee Meeting was held at UC Hastings in the A. Frank Bray Conference
Room, San Francisco, California, on Thursday, August 11, 2016, at 9:00 a.m. By unanimous
vote, the Finance Committee submits the following Consent Calendar. Anyone wishing to pull
any item from the Finance Consent Calendar may request the Chair to remove the item from the
Finance Consent Calendar for discussion. All items on the Finance Consent Calendar shall be
approved by the Board of Directors in a single vote.

*Agenda Item: 5.1
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

ACTION ITEM
1.

REPORT BY:

Don Bradley

2.

SUBJECT:

State Contracts in Excess of $50,000

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

That the Board of Directors authorize award of the 2016-17 state contracts described in this
report.
_____________________
Item:

5.1.1

Title:
Vendor Name:
Cost:
Term of Contract:

Engineering Services – Kane Hall
MK Think (McGinnis Chen Associates, Inc)
$194,000
One-year

Description:
Contract authority is requested to enter into an agreement with MK Think who in turn would
retain as a subcontractor McGinnis Chen Associates, Inc. for work related to the roofs and
building exterior of Kane Hall associated with the Long Range Campus Plan. MK Think/
McGinnis Chen Associates, Inc to provide the following scope of work:
1. Consult a Façade Access Engineer to design the location of the new swing stage anchors.
2. Consult a Structural Engineer to evaluate the existing roof structure and design roof
strengthening recommendations to accommodate a roof garden, new swing stage,
anchors, and wind screens. The mass of the roof cannot increase by more than 10%
without requiring full seismic upgrade per the Building Code. Roof strengthening
construction work to occur during a Sixth Floor tenant improvement project scheduled to
begin in May 2017.
3. MCA will provide two (2) options and will consult with a Contractor to provide a budget
estimate to compare for the design of the location of the swing stage anchors:
 Option One will maximize the useable roof space, but will require more structural
strengthening
 Option Two will locate the anchors to reduce costs, but will also reduce the amount of
useable roof space.
4. Update existing drawings to meet modern requirements and incorporate installation of
roof social and green space.
5. Review roof social and green space plans from MK Think to provide recommendations
for the roofing and waterproofing.

___________________

Item:

5.1.2

Title:
Vendor Name:
Cost:
Term of Contract:

Commencement 2017 / Bill Graham Civic Auditorium
Another Planet Entertainment
$100,000
One-time Contract

Description:
Contract authority is requested to enter into an agreement with Another Planet Entertainment in
order to book the Bill Graham Civic Auditorium for UC Hastings 2017 Commencement.
Hastings Student Services is in charge of the event and works directly with the venue.
___________________
Item:

5.1.3

Title:
Vendor Name:
Cost:
Term of Contract:

Printing – Hastings Magazine
Diablo Communications & Printing
$125,000
One Year

Description:
Contract authority is requested to enter into an agreement with DCP to deliver one issue of the
Hastings Magazine. This agreement will be for the spring 2017 issue. Work includes all
copywriting, layout, graphic design, photography, editorial layouts and decisions, in coordination
with UC Hastings staff.

4.

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:

That the Board of Directors authorize award of the 2016-17 state contracts listed below:
5.1.1 Engineering Services – MK Think - Rosenberg McGinnis
5.1.2 Commencement 2016 - Another Planet Entertainment
5.1.3 Printing – Hastings Magazine – Diablo Communications Partners

$194,000
$100,000
$125,000

*Agenda Item: 5.2
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

ACTION ITEM
1.

REPORT BY:

Donald Bradley

2.

SUBJECT:

Nonstate Contracts in Excess of $50,000

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS:

That the Board of Directors authorize acceptance of the 2016-17 nonstate grants and contracts
described in this report.
____________________
4.

BACKGROUND:

Under Section 100.4 of the Standing Orders, Duties of the Chancellor and Dean, the Chancellor
and Dean is “authorized to execute on behalf of the College all contracts and other documents
necessary to solicit and accept pledges, gifts, and grants”. This item is intended to address
reporting and approval requirements to the Board of Directors as directed by the Standing
Orders.
____________________
Item:

5.2.1

Title:
Grantor:
Grant Award:
Term:

Work Life Law’s Stable Schedules Study – Research Grant
Washington Center for Equitable Growth
$72,113
One year

Description:
The receipt of a grant of $72,113 from Washington Center for Equitable Growth. The grant will
provide the critical support to complete WorkLife Law’s Stable Schedules Study. Funds from
Equitable Growth will be allocated to the salaries of data analysts who will collect, scrub and
analyze a large amount of raw quantitative and qualitative data. The total project budget from
May 2014 – September 2017 is $477,025. WLL is requesting support from Equitable Growth for
the core academic piece of the project given the Center’s focus on rigorous, academic-quality
research.
_____________________

Title:
Vendor Name:
Cost:
Term of Contract:

Hastings Reunion 2017
Palace Hotel
$115,000
One year

Description:
Contract authority is requested to enter into an agreement with the Palace Hotel in San Francisco
as the venue and banquet provider for the 2017 UC Hastings Reunion. Details will be negotiated
and incorporated into the Beverage/Entertainment Orders and the final agreement.
_____________________

4.

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:

That the Board of Directors authorize acceptance and approval of the following grants and
contracts:
*5.2.1
*5.2.2

Grant - Washington Center Equitable Growth – WLL Schedule
Stability Project
Alumni Reunions – Palace Hotel 2017

$72,113
$115,000

*Agenda Item: 5.3
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

ACTION ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

Donald Bradley

2.

SUBJECT:

Fund Transfer – Cash Account to GEP

3.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Board of Directors approve the transfer of $2,000,000 from the cash account
to the General Endowment Pool (GEP).
4.

BACKGROUND:

The College has, since 1993, invested its funds with the UC Treasurer’s Office. In
managing the College’s invested funds, emphasis has been placed on aggressively
managing cash balances to maximize the amount of funds invested at any given time in
GEP.
While the College aggregates its invested funds into pools, in order to ensure the
observance of limitations and restrictions placed on the use of resources available,
general ledger accounts are maintained in accordance with the principles of fund
accounting. Revenue and expenditures for various purposes are accounted for in
separate funds consistent with the activities or objectives specified.
For cash management purposes, it is now advisable to transfer funds from the cash
account held by the College’s commercial bank to the GEP. The State of California
has remitted to UC Hastings $2 million for deferred maintenance projects in statesupported facilities. These funds nor reside in the commercial checking account and
will not be spent down until summer 2018 with cash starting to go out door in summer
2017. GEP average annualized returns for past 3 years is 6.8%; STIP has a 0.9%
return. UC Hastings is obligated to spend the $2 million on identified deferred
maintenance needs so any market loss would need to be backfilled with building
reserves.

5.

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:

Resolved, that the Board of Directors approve the transfer of $2 million by December
31, 2016 to the General Endowment Pool from the cash account.

*Agenda Item: 5.4
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

ACTION ITEM
1.

REPORT BY:

Donald Bradley

2.

SUBJECT:

Approval of Agency Statement - Climate Adaptation
in the 2017 California Five-Year Infrastructure Plan

3.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Board of Directors approve submittal of the College’s Agency Statement to be
incorporated into the State of California’s Five-Year Infrastructure Plan.
4.

BACKGROUND:

The Office of Planning and Research (OPR), is an agency within the Office of the
Governor. OPR serves the Governor and his Cabinet as staff for long-range planning and
research, and constitutes the comprehensive state planning agency. This report is required
by Executive Order B-30-15 to be included in the California 2017–22 Five Year
Infrastructure Plan.
The executive order also specifically addresses the need for climate adaptation and directs
state government to:
Incorporate climate change impacts into the state's Five-Year Infrastructure Plan:
 Update the Safeguarding California Plan - the state climate adaption strategy - to
identify how climate change will affect California infrastructure and industry and
what actions the state can take to reduce the risks posed by climate change;
 Factor climate change into state agencies' planning and investment decisions; and
 Implement measures under existing agency and departmental authority to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.
This Agency Statement outlines the Long Range Campus Plan commitment to
implementation of Executive Order B-30-15 and Safeguarding California which together
underpin initiatives to create an adaptive management program - Sustainable UC Hastings
- to assess, monitor and mitigate risks to campus infrastructure from climate change.

5.

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:

Resolved, that the Board of Directors approve submittal of the Agency Statement to the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research.

INFRASTRUCTURE WORKING GROUP

2017 FIVE-YEAR INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN

AGENCY CLIMATE ADAPTATION STATEMENTS
Name:

UC Hastings College of the Law

Respondent:

Kasey Rios Asberry
NAME

asberrykasey@uchastings.edu
EMAIL

In 2015, the Department of Finance edited the climate adaptation statement submitted by UC
Hastings College of the Law to the Infrastructure Working Group for inclusion into the 2016 FiveYear Infrastructure Plan. The statement described how the College and its divisions are
considering climate change in all of its infrastructure projects.
Please review the edited statement and revise or rewrite the statement to reflect how the College
is operationalizing adaptation in its planning and investment decisions. Your edited statement will
be published as part of the 2017 Five Year Infrastructure Plan.
Please note: the revised statement should be approximately the same length as the original, summarizing the
College policies and actions that support Executive Order B-30-15.
HIGHER EDUCATION SECTION
California’s institutions of higher education are leaders in climate and sustainability research,
education, and practice.
The Hastings College of the Law is implementing sustainability measures through the consolidation
and intensification of multiple environmental initiatives into a comprehensive adaptive management
program, Sustainable UC Hastings. This effort includes implementation of campus-wide infrastructure
and capital upgrades, integrating life cycle maintenance and renewal planning as an element of all
building projects, identification of mission-critical infrastructure points of vulnerability to climate
change and opportunities for mitigation and research into adaption & resilience as a Cool Island Lab.

X Yes X Yes
 No  No

Takes climate change into account in all planning
and investment decisions.

 Yes
 No

Identify all of the Executive Order B-30-15 (climate mitigation and adaptation) principles that have
been operationalized into College policies or actions. Note which of these policies or actions have
become established within all of the College’s divisions.

Develops flexible and adaptive approaches to
prepare for uncertain climate impacts.

Employs full life-cycle cost accounting to evaluate
and compare infrastructure investments and
alternatives.

The Long Range Campus Plan specifies climate
resilience as a significant dimension in all
planning.
UC Hastings Purchasing requires that these
elements are considered in purchasing rationale.
At the request of community partners UC Hastings
is convening Resilience planning at the
neighborhood scale.

 Yes
 No

 Yes
 No

2017 Five-Year Infrastructure Plan
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Designs actions to protect the state's most
vulnerable populations.

Prioritizes Natural Infrastructure solutions in
infrastructure design and project delivery.

Our campus adjoins communities which include
more veterans, elderly, disabled, immigrant, nonEnglish speaking, formerly incarcerated residents
than any other neighborhood in our City.
Landscaping that creates complex canopy,
captures runoff and improves biodiversity is
prioritized.

 Guidance
 Guidance
 Guidance
 Guidance
 Policy
X Policy
 Policy
 Policy
Alternatives
Alternatives
Alternatives
Alternatives

 Guidance
 Policy
Alternatives

California’s Safeguarding California Plan outlines the state’s climate adaptation strategy and
provides policy guidance for state decision makers to reduce impacts and prepare for climate risks.
Identify which of the following climate risks have been identified as a concern by your Office.
Describe the priorities and objectives that are being implemented to combat the effects of each risk
due to the changing climate. Also, identify any College developed guidance, policies and/or
alternatives distributed to educate/inform/support its divisions to achieve the College’s climate
goals.
Sea level rise has been identified as a significant
risk to housing stock on the 50-100 year scale; as
(reference: Ocean Protection Council’s Sea Level Rise we are building 50 year + buildings, we find this
guidance )
significant and include it in plans.
UC Hastings as an affiliate of the University of
Extreme heat and local heat islands – both
California is working within the policy that each
urban and ex-urban
campus develop their physical plant with a
(reference: 2013 Preparing California for Extreme
dedicated research focus – the Living Laboratory
Heat: Guidance and Recommendations and Public
Health Impacts of Climate Change in California:
framework. UC Hastings’ focus, as one of the most
Community Vulnerability Assessments and
urban campuses, is dedicated as a Cool Island
Adaptation Strategies).
Research Center.
Sea level rise, coastal erosion, and other
coastal hazards

Flood, storm water runoff and landslides
(reference: DWR’s Statewide Flood Management
Program)

Plans to capture and re-use storm water and
irrigation runoff are projected for the 2nd
infrastructure project: campus housing, see
attached full Agency Statement.

Vegetation maintenance will be integrated with
runoff management system, scaling up from
(reference: California Water Plan – 2013 Update)
current deployment of ~ 6,000 asf of sheetmulched landscape beds.
Fire management is significant to stability of our
Wildfires and forest health decline or
water system, dependent on Hetch Hetchy
emergencies
(reference: Cal Fire’s Fire and Resource Assessment reservoir and watershed.
Drought and subsidence

Program)

X Guidance  Guidance
 Policy
 Policy
Alternatives Alternatives

 Guidance
 Policy
Alternatives

 Guidance
 Policy
Alternatives
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Extreme weather: hurricanes, wind, snow,
high winds, dry lightning, etc.
(reference: Cal OES’ 2013 State Hazard Mitigation
Plan)

Natural resource degradation: water supply
and quality, biodiversity, salinity and
quantity, desertification, and ecosystem
disruption.

High winds potentially generated from building
projects are mitigated under the Long Range
Campus Plan Environmental Impact report, 2016.
Greening strategy is optimized for endemic
species of plants, animals, insects and birds.

(reference: California Statewide Wildlife Action
Plan)

Policies and actions that address public health
issues and protect the most vulnerable
populations to the health impacts resulting
from climate change.
(reference: CDPH’s Climate Change and Health
Equity Program)

Identifying major climate risks/exposures
using state guidance or resources
(i.e., CalAdapt or Caltrans’ 2014 District 1
Vulnerability Assessment and Pilot Project Report).

As a Cool Island Research Lab and through
Environmental Justice training programs and
local hiring and infill housing development UC
Hastings policy is to increase benefit to adjoining
communities (with high percentages of
vulnerable people).
CalEnviroscreen 3.0 is also an important
resource.

Agency Statement:
Climate Adaptation in the 2017
California Five-Year Infrastructure Plan
October 2016

Summary
UC Hastings College of the Law is implementing Executive Order B-30-151
through the consolidation and intensification of multiple environmental initiatives
into a comprehensive adaptive management and engagement program,
Sustainable UC Hastings, which aims to both reduce campus contributions to
climate change and adapt to its effects.
The coordinated effort of Sustainable UC Hastings includes:
 Monitoring mission-critical infrastructure points of vulnerability to climate
change and opportunities for mitigation
 Ongoing assessment of campus contributions to climate change and
strategies to mitigate adverse impacts
 Implementation of campus-wide infrastructure and capital upgrades,
integrating life cycle maintenance and renewal planning as an element of
all building projects
 Communication of campus-wide benchmarks, objectives and results
through internal departments, neighborhood, regional and other networks
including educational and professional forums
 Structured commitment to ongoing modeling, monitoring and iteration in
adaptive management system
 Significant support for cultural initiatives aimed at adapting behaviors and
customs towards sustainability within and surrounding campus

UC Hastings Agency Statement

Adaptive Management of Climate Impacts at UC Hastings
UC Hastings has been an anchor institution at various locations in the Civic
Center, mid-Market and southern Tenderloin neighborhoods since 1879. With
close proximity to municipal, state and federal offices and court facilities, UC
Hastings faculty, students and alumni have deeply influenced public policy and
civic life for generations. This legacy includes hallmark scholarship on water
rights and usage, land use and environmental programs and innovations in law
related to intellectual property and information technology. These areas
complement the College’s core commitment to public interest and public service.
Today the College’s groundbreaking clinical programs represent a major
intellectual and institutional investment in experiential learning. Clinics that serve
the legal needs of immigrants, non-profit organizations, the elderly and tenants
attract an intensely public service-oriented student population who go on to
practice law in public interest and public service fields at a higher rate than any
other law school.
However, the campus’ physical infrastructure does not adequately reflect its
vanguard pedagogy and talent. As the only stand-alone college of law within the
UC system, the College has been nimble and frugal in conserving building
budgets and maintenance resources. Through a comprehensive research and
planning process, the Long Range Campus Plan, the College finds that within the
next decade three-fifths of campus properties, must be replaced or upgraded. 2
UC Hastings Agency Statement

As the building program commences conditions in and around the College render
it ripe for institutionalizing a deeper culture of sustainability and resilience in
response to climate change.3
UC Hastings’ campus is situated on the densely urban San Francisco peninsula
in a maritime Mediterranean climate zone which is characteristically adapted for
summer-drought / winter-rain cycles, temperatures with a low seasonal but high
daily variability, both mitigated by fog which is deeply dependent upon robust
ocean currents. Access to plentiful, high-quality drinking water and availability of
hydroelectric power is dependent upon the montane climate of the southern
Sierra Mountains surrounding Hetch Hetchy Reservoir. Macroclimate factors
and extreme weather place both regions at high risk for extreme desertification,
droughts, fires and floods. On the 30–year scale the built environment and
dependent populations may suffer interruptions in public transit, access to fresh
water and food from the Central Valley. Longer term, on the 50 to 100-year scale,
intensifications of these as well as compromised housing stock due to sea level
rise are predicted. The recent four-year drought substantiates the view that these
changes are already in effect.
Specific mission-critical vulnerabilities to current College infrastructure based
upon predicted climate changes are identified as:
 Our dense, urban neighborhood is at high risk of extreme heat events and
poor air quality which can exacerbate pulmonary and heart disease and
provoke heat stroke in vulnerable populations4
 Old wooden windows in the 29-story, 252-unit high-rise student housing
facility known as McAllister Tower could fail due to wind conditions
associated with extreme storms potentially displacing all resident students
into the highly impacted Bay Area housing market
 HVAC & electrical failure in the academic building at 198 McAllister could
displace 83% of all teaching functions
 Green space required for health and social interaction may not be viable
with extended drought
 Food and fresh water insecurity may exponentially increase all costs of
health-required amenities and campus operations overall
 Commutes to campus could be impacted if public transit is compromised
due to drought or floods
 Sea-level rise of 1 -2 meters by 2050 would put pressure on scarce
housing stock as shoreline development would be abandoned
Additionally, due to synergies in climate-related impacts the uncertainty is
intensified and compounds complexity in managing all campus infrastructure.
Therefore responsive risk management is predicated upon a holistic, adaptive

UC Hastings Agency Statement

management approach. Sustainable UC Hastings consolidates and builds
upon existing efforts both within UC Hastings and in the wider community.
Ongoing efforts include:
 Environmental Law Concentration and Clinic: through rigorous
academics and real-world work experience, students address the legal
and public policy issues affecting the future of our planet
 West-Northwest Journal of Environmental Law and Policy: the first
regional environmental law journal covering California and the Pacific
Northwest; semi-annual issues and annual symposium to stimulate
and disseminate climate change scholarship5
 The Demonstration Gardens: community-based education in
environmental stewardship & green livelihood training, since 2009, is
deepening Environmental Justice focus through service learning and
more collaboration with CBOs, the City & County of San Francisco and
state court system.6
 UC Hastings Facilities efficiencies, water conservation and waste
reduction: with consumption trending -5 to – 15% each year since
2002, specifications were completed in 2016 for new construction that
will more than double efficiencies already achieved, for the first of three
increasingly complex projects; Replacement Academic Building at 333
Golden Gate Ave, New Campus Housing at 198 McAllister St,
Rehabilitation of UC Hastings Tower at 100 McAllister.
 The McAllister Streetscape Improvement Project: (completed 2015)
greening and pedestrian safety improvements conducted in
partnership with the SF County Transportation Authority at a cost of
$2.4 million7 continued maintenance.
 Campus Housing- Graduate Village: (planned for 2022 – 2025) will
reduce travel demand and housing market pressure by density infill of
1,000 to 1200 units while amplifying opportunities to innovate for water
conservation and green space. 8
 Cool Island Research Lab: Collaboration initiated with climatologists,
data scientists and health researchers to study and address heat
island effects endemic in our urban microclimate.
 Environmental Impact Report: The Long Range Campus Plan
program EIR was certified in July 2016 further codifying UC Hastings’
aggressive responses to climate change.

Sustainable UC Hastings has convened a community-of-practice for knowledge
sharing to address the risks outlined above and meet the challenges inherent in
Governor Brown’s executive orders. This team, comprised of staff, faculty,

UC Hastings Agency Statement

students and community partners is helping to model and inform systems
development and decision-making in areas such as waste stream management,
water and energy conservation. This model will play a significant role in campus
renewal over the next decade, leveraging technological advances and lowertrending operating costs.
The Sustainable UC Hastings community-of-practice is working together to
determine strategies, scope and methods. Systemic tools include development of
data gathering methods and a GIS (geographic information system or
geodatabase) to process and communicate information.

Cal EnviroScreen 3.0 shows that residents of the south Tenderloin neighborhood of San
Francisco are assessed at higher risk from environmental stresses such as poor air quality and
extreme heat in 2016 than in 2015. http://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/generalinfo/calenviroscreen-30-draft-indicator-and-results-maps

Practical outcomes and deliverables of this adaptive management approach will
include:
 Increased access to environmental data through ongoing mapping,
assessment, monitoring and iteration
 Continued “right-sizing” of campus facilities for changing population
and to optimize campus assets with other public higher education
institutional partners such as UCSF, UC Davis, among others
 Enhanced “cool-island” effects from increased carbon capture, respect
for resources and living canopy densification

UC Hastings Agency Statement




More nimble deployments in technology
Elevation of understanding and investment in sustainable development
to yield higher returns over the life cycles of campus buildings and in
the community

Sustainable UC Hastings has participated in or coordinated additional regional
efforts on the 2016-17 horizon:






Civic Center Sustainable Utilities District Plan 2015, SFPUC9
Civic Center Public Realm Plan 2015 – 2019, SF Planning Department
San Francisco Green Festival, Nov 2015
TLConnect Health, Jobs and Lively community Fair, August 2016, host
Community forums & workshops in partnership with SF Public Library,
Department of Recreation & Parks, Trust for Public Land, San
Francisco Public Utilities Commission, Tenderloin Neighborhood
Development Corporation, Twitter and others to promote adaptive
climate management

After the first year of consolidation of environmental initiatives under the
Sustainable UC Hastings umbrella UC Hastings is poised to further leverage its
legacy, intellectual capital and trajectory as an institution of social justice to meet
the challenges of a changing climate. The College’s commitment is demonstrated
through investment in specifications for infrastructure that will meet or exceed the
emissions reduction and efficiency targets mandated by Governor Brown’s
executive orders. Through community-based adaptive management our campus
culture will be restructured upon principles of sustainability and resilience. Our
built campus will be renewed as an emblem of environmental justice.

UC Hastings Agency Statement

Governor Brown’s Executive Order available from:
https://www.gov.ca.gov/news.php?id=18938#targets#targets#targets%20for%20
climate%20change%20adaptation
1

2 Long

Range Campus Plan 3.0 available from:
http://www.uchastings.edu/about/leadership/strategic-plan/lrcp/master-planningarchive/index.php
3

Downtown/Civic Center Climate & Health Resiliency Assessment available
from:
http://www.sfclimatehealth.org/neighborhoods/downtowncivic-center/
4 Classification of the air quality in the neighborhood has extended into higher
percentiles (higher risk) Cal EnviroScreen3.0 available from:

http://oehha.ca.gov/calenviroscreen/general-info/calenviroscreen-30-draftindicator-and-results-maps
5

West-Northwest Journals available from:
http://journals.uchastings.edu/journals/websites/west-northwest/index.php
6

Demonstration Gardens @UC Hastings available from:
http://demonstration-gardens.org
7

McAllister Streetscape Greening 2015 available from:
http://www.uchastings.edu/about/leadership/strategicplan/lrcp/resources/McAllisterStreet_HastingsStreetscape_PropAA_proposal.pdf#McAllister%20Streetscape%20Greening%20
2015
8

UC Hastings Housing plans: http://uchastings.edu/about/leadership/strategic-

plan/lrcp/resources/housing-statement-to-land-use-2-29-2016f.pdf#Sustainable%20Housing
9

Civic Center Sustainable Utilities District Plan 2015 available from:
http://www.sfwater.org/index.aspx?page=739#Civic%20Center%20Sustainable%
20Utilities%20District%20Plan
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*Agenda Item: 5.5
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

ACTION ITEM
1.

REPORT BY:

Don Bradley

2.

SUBJECT:

Shared Platform - UC Davis Graduate School of
Management

3.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Board of Directors approve entering into a site license agreement with the UC
Davis Graduate School of Management.
4.

BACKGROUND:

UC Davis has developed a new graduate degree program, the Master of Science in
Business Analytics (MSBA) as part of an effort to meet increasing demand for
information workers proficient in analytics. The M.S. in Business Analytics represents
an initiative of their Graduate School of Management to strengthen its portfolio of
programs and capitalize on synergies with the business community.
The UC Davis MSBA degree is 40 units of graduate courses including a series of
project courses over 10 months that are equivalent to 10 units. It will be exclusively
offered at UC Hastings with on-campus coursework Fridays and Saturdays throughout
the 2017 academic year. Initial forecasts project between 40-50 students in the
program’s inaugural year.
Fall

Winter

Spring

Summer

Capstone Project –
Implementation

Analytics

Statistical Reasoning
and Exploration

Advanced Statistics
Machine Learning

Analytic Decision Making
Application Domains

Data

Data Management
Data Visualization

Big Data

Data Design and
Representation

Business

Introduction to
Business Analytics
Problem Structuring

Organizational Issues in
Implementing Analytics

Organizational
Effectiveness Workshop

Practice

Capstone Project –
Initiation

Capstone Project – Elaboration

Capstone Project –
Analysis



For a fee of $60,000, UC Hastings agrees to house the GSM the MSBA program and
provide a classroom and breakout classrooms (B1 and B2) on an “as available” basis
during program hours for instructional or other program purposes.

In addition, UC Hastings will:


Provide customary building security, custodial services and instructional media
support services at no additional charge;



Grant UCD GSM students, faculty and staff engaged in the MSBA program
access to all areas of the UC Hastings campus building during normal operating
hours, to include the libraries, library study rooms, student meeting rooms,
commons areas, student lounge areas, athletic facilities, outdoor patios and all
other amenities otherwise available to UC Hastings students excluding the oncampus Student Health Center.



UC Hastings will grant UCD GSM students enrolled in the MSBA program
access to amenities in the UC Hastings residential building, to include the
athletic facilities and lounge areas to the extent such amenities are available to
UC Hastings students.

It is the intent of the parties to renew this agreement in subsequent years and that the
terms and conditions, including the use fee, is subject to change in future renewals as
both parties acquire operational experience with the MSBA program.

5.

PROPOSED RESOLUTION:

Resolved, that the Board of Directors approve entering into a site license agreement
with the UC Davis Graduate School of Management.

Agenda Item: 6

6.

REPORT OF THE CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER

6.1

Investment Management – Presentation by UC Treasurer’s Office

(Written)

The following reports were discussed at the Finance Committee Meeting on November 10,
2016. These are listed below as informational items, and distributed in the agenda packet.
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
.

Investment Report as of September 30, 2016
State Budget Report as of September 30, 2016
Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report as of September 30, 2016
Update on Moss Adams Engagement - HR and Payroll Processing
Listing of Checks and Electronic Transfers over $50,000

(Written)
(Written)
(Written)
(Written)
(Written)

Agenda Item: 6.1
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM
1.

REPORT BY:

David Seward

2.

SUBJECT:

UC Treasurer's Office - Investment Management Overview

3.

REPORT:

A representative from the Office of the Treasurer of the University of California will
provide an overview presentation of investment performance, particularly the General
Endowment Pool and other funds managed by the Office of the Treasurer.

Agenda Item: 6.2
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM
1.

REPORT BY:

David Seward

2.

SUBJECT:

Investment Report as of September 30, 2016

3.

REPORT:

UC Hastings follows the investment philosophy of the University of California and
invests excess cash and long-term investments – endowments and operating reserves - in
the General Endowment Pool ("GEP") managed by the Office of the Treasurer.


Total Return

As of September 30, 2016, total returns for the GEP was 4.47%. Multi-year average
annual return and policy benchmarks are summarized below:
AVERAGE ANNUAL
RETURNS - GEP
Total Fund
GEP Policy Benchmark

3 Months
4.47

FYTD
4.47

CYTD

3.41

3 Years
6.8

5 Years
9.11

10 Years
5.83

3.70

3.70

5.38

5.54

7.91

5.34

The Short Term Investment Pool (STIP) had a .29% return for the period and a Calendar
Year To-date return of .9%.

Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending September 30, 2016
GEP STIP UNIT VALUE RETURN SUMMARY REPORT
EMV

1 Month

3 Month

6 Month

FYTD

CYTD

1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

0.90

4.47

5.87

4.47

3.41

6.48

6.80

9.11

5.83

0.89

3.70

5.27

3.70

5.38

7.51

5.54

7.91

5.34

0.90

4.47

5.87

4.47

3.41

6.48

6.80

9.10

5.83

0.89

3.70

5.27

3.70

5.38

7.51

5.54

7.91

5.34

1.07

5.63

7.33

5.63

1.22

7.20

7.45

14.73

6.37

0.20

4.57

7.24

4.57

8.14

14.87

10.35

16.33

7.25

2.43

9.97

5.77

9.97

1.91

6.88

0.29

5.98

2.40

1.23

6.91

6.22

6.91

5.82

9.26

0.18

6.04

2.17

3.16

10.83

2.47

10.83

-3.43

1.01

-0.80

6.46

1.91

1.19

6.41

5.20

6.41

2.98

6.98

0.18

6.79

1.74

1.72

9.13

9.29

9.13

9.55

15.35

1.65

4.72

4.52

1.29

9.03

9.75

9.03

16.02

16.78

-0.56

3.03

3.94

0.63

7.20

7.08

7.20

-1.50

4.48

0.61

5.30

6.34

5.30

6.60

11.96

920,664,388

0.28

1.86

4.30

1.86

7.32

7.18

3.87

4.49

5.61

275,242,007

0.03

-0.04

1.72

-0.04

3.28

2.94

3.29

3.03

4.43

-0.12

-0.25

1.96

-0.25

5.05

4.45

3.78

2.94

4.72

0.29

4.05

7.59

4.05

10.68

10.57

5.32

8.68

7.37

0.65

5.50

11.60

5.50

15.21

12.79

5.24

8.19

7.51

TOTAL FUND
GEP TOTAL - UNIT RETURN

9,412,393,901

GEP TOTAL PLAN POLICY BENCHMARK

GEP Unit Rtn UC Foundations

9,412,393,901

GEP TOTAL PLAN POLICY BENCHMARK

GEP TOTAL US PUBLIC EQUITIES

689,891,806

U.S. EQUITY B-MARK R3000 TF

GEP TOTAL NON-US PUBLIC EQUITIES + EQ

1,228,263,351

NON-US EQUITIES POLICY BENCHMARK

GEP DEVELOPED NON US PUBLIC EQUITY

613,293,213

BLENDED EAFE TF + CANADA INDEX

GEP EMERGING MARKET EQUITY

614,970,138

EMERGING MARKETS EQUITY POLICY BENCHMARK

GEP GLOBAL EQUITY

2,681,734,906

MSCI AC WORLD (NET)

GEP TOTAL FIXED INCOME W/ TIPS & DOLLAR

GEP TOTAL CORE FIXED INCOME
GEP FIXED INCOME POLICY BENCHMARK

GEP HIGH YIELD
BofAML HY Cash Pay (Daily)

298,426,660
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Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending September 30, 2016
GEP STIP UNIT VALUE RETURN SUMMARY REPORT
CYTD

1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

0.91

6.58

6.05

2.35

1.96

4.75

2.69

0.96

7.27

6.58

2.40

1.93

4.48

5.06

10.11

5.06

15.42

18.58

22.60

17.34

12.72

3.98

5.06

10.11

5.06

15.42

18.58

22.60

17.34

12.72

0.06

2.01

2.50

2.01

0.48

1.89

5.15

5.46

4.68

0.00

0.56

0.91

0.56

-3.94

-5.12

-0.58

0.63

2.49

1.54

2.37

0.38

2.37

-8.48

-11.59

-3.42

-1.41

1.54

2.37

0.38

2.37

-8.48

-11.59

-3.42

-1.41

499,975,262

-1.71

-1.94

3.43

-1.94

3.23

5.72

11.40

11.23

GEP PRIVATE REAL ESTATE

499,975,262

-1.71

-1.94

3.43

-1.94

3.23

5.72

11.38

11.14

2.38

GEP LIQUIDITY

298,482,097

0.04

0.17

0.41

0.17

0.69

1.00

1.33

1.43

17.33

0.06

0.17

0.39

0.17

0.61

0.79

0.56

0.43

1.21

0.10

0.29

0.59

0.29

0.90

1.20

1.37

1.69

2.60

0.04

0.12

0.28

0.12

0.45

0.59

0.41

0.32

1.15

GEP EMERGING MARKET DEBT

EMV

1 Month

3 Month

6 Month

FYTD

137,855,496

0.42

3.13

5.35

3.13

0.40

4.04

9.26

4.04

0.49

0.91

2.52

0.55

0.96

3.98

FI TOTAL EMERGING MKTS BENCHMARK (DAILY)

GEP TIPS

209,140,226

UCR BBG BARC US TIPS (Dly)

GEP BLACKROCK UNCONSTRAINED

0

BBG BARC Agg (Dly)

GEP TOTAL PRIVATE EQUITY

-0.06

1,112,404,538

GEP PRIVATE EQUITY POLICY BENCHMARK

GEP AR - DIV - UNIT RETURN

1,808,488,447

WEIGHTED HFRX (PREV. 30-DAY TBILL+4.5%)

GEP REAL ASSETS

172,225,802

GEP REAL ASSETS LAGGED BENCHMARK

GEP TOTAL REAL ESTATE

UC US TWO YEAR TREASURY NOTE INCOME RETURN

STIP
STIP - UNIT RETURN
STIP POLICY

8,634,875,959
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Chief Investment Officer of the Regents
RATES OF RETURN - Unit Value
Periods Ending September 30, 2016
GEP STIP UNIT VALUE RETURN SUMMARY REPORT
EMV

1 Month

3 Month

6 Month

FYTD

CYTD

1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

31,028,005

0.02

0.80

3.02

0.80

6.13

6.07

4.41

4.27

5.44

-0.06

0.46

2.68

0.46

5.80

5.19

4.03

3.08

4.79

0.40

5.69

4.54

5.69

2.35

6.38

0.22

7.03

2.10

1.19

6.41

5.20

6.41

2.98

6.98

0.18

6.79

1.74

0.40

4.86

7.53

4.86

8.51

15.26

10.61

16.56

7.46

0.20

4.57

7.24

4.57

8.14

14.87

10.35

16.33

7.25

PLANNED GIVING
PG FIXED INCOME POOL
BBG BARC Agg Bd
PG EAFE STATE ST INTL INDEX FUND

8,821,819

BLENDED EAFE TF + CANADA INDEX
PG RUSSELL 3000 INDEX FUND
U.S. EQUITY B-MARK R3000 TF

30,164,066
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This report was prepared for you by State Street Bank and Trust Company (or its affiliates, “State Street”) utilizing scenarios, assumptions and reporting formats as mutually agreed between you and State Street. While reasonable
efforts have been made to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this report, there is no guarantee, representation or warranty, express or implied, as to its accuracy or completeness. This information is provided “asis” and State Street disclaims any and all liability and makes no guarantee, representation, or warranty with respect to your use of or reliance upon this information in making any decisions or taking (or not taking) any actions. State
Street does not verify the accuracy or completeness of any data, including data provided by State Street for other purposes, or data provided by you or third parties. You should independently review the report (including, without
limitation, the assumptions, market data, securities prices, securities valuations, tests and calculations used in the report), and determine that the report is suitable for your purposes.
State Street provides products and services to professional and institutional clients, which are not directed at retail clients. This report is for informational purposes only and it does not constitute investment research or investment,
legal or tax advice, and it is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell any product, service, or securities or any financial instrument, and it does not transfer rights of any kind (except the limited use and redistribution rights described
below) or constitute any binding contractual arrangement or commitment of any kind. You may use this report for your internal business purposes and, if such report contains any data provided by third party data sources,
including, but not limited to, market or index data, you may not redistribute this report, or an excerpted portion thereof, to any third party, including, without limitation, your investment managers, investment advisers, agents,
clients, investors or participants, whether or not they have a relationship with you or have a reasonable interest in the report, without the prior written consent of each such third party data source. You are solely responsible and
liable for any and all use of this report.
Copyright © 2016 State Street Corporation, All rights reserved.

Agenda Item: 6.3
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM
1.

REPORT BY:

David Seward

2.

SUBJECT:

State Budget Report for 2016-17
– As of September 30, 2016

3.

REPORT:

Attached is the state budget report for 2016-17 as of September 30, 2016. Major
variances are discussed below:
Revenues
 Registration Fee -- The beginning budget projected total JD enrollment of 915 FTE
students. At the end of the add-drop period for the fall 2016 semester the Records
Office reports there were 910 FTE students enrolled. Given prior attrition loss
patterns between fall and spring semesters a midyear budget decrease is projected.
 HPL Revenue Share – The online Masters in Health Policy and Law (HPL) degree
program is being offered for the first time this year. Per the MOU between Hastings,
UCSF and Berkeley Resource Center for Online Education (BRCOE) the predetermined share of top-line revenue is 13% for Hastings, 37% for UCSF and 50%
for BRCOE. The budget was based on projected enrollment of 35 FTE paying
$41,200. UCSF collects fees and the revenue share payment is made to Hastings in
arrears by UCSF.
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – This category accounts for the change in the
market value of the state fund’s share of the UC General Endowment Pool (GEP).
Unrealized gains of $1,062,577 are recognized as of September 2016 while
unrealized losses of ($1,328,032) were posted last year as of September 2015.
 Prior Year Reserve/Beginning Fund Balance – The estimated carryover of prior year
fund balance has been finalized at $17,181,058. This is the net amount of state fund
assets less liabilities with the non-cash pension accounts excluded (i.e., deferred
outflows/inflows of resources, net pension liability and pension payable to UCRP).
Expenditures
 Financial Aid Grants – The segments of financial aid and their status as of September
2016 are:
o JD Grants – An increased amount sufficient to fund the Student Aid
Strategies for the Class of 2019 is included in the total 2016-17 JD grant
budget of $16,064,840. Awards in the fall semester total $7,327,494 or
48% of budget. If the spring semester experiences the same level of
expenditure, total budgetary savings of $436,000 would result by yearend.
o LL.M. Grants – Awards in the fall semester total $253,625 or 61% of the
$416,262 budget; revenues are 53% of budget.
1

o MSL Grants – Awards in the fall semester total $4,203 or 70% of the
$6,000 budget; revenues are 60% of budget.
o LRAP Loan Cancellations – Expenditures of $57,337 against the 2016-17
budget of $520,000 have been incurred as of September.
o International Summer Internships – No expenditures have yet been
incurred in 2016-17 against a budget of $31,000; these are summer awards
to rising 1L and 2L students to help defray travel and living expenses
while working on international issues in an unpaid position.
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State Budget Report -- 2016-17

REVENUES
State Appropriations
General Fund
Lottery Fund
Total

11/3/2016

Beginning
Budget
2016-17

Revised
Budget
2016-17

Actual
as of
30-Sep-16

Actual Sep-16
as a Percent
of Revised
Budget

Year-end
Actual
2015-16

Actual
as of
30-Sep-15

Actual Sep-15
as a Percent
of 2015-16
Year-end

11,659,000
125,000
$ 11,784,000

11,659,000
125,000
$ 11,784,000

2,711,775
$ 2,711,775

23%
0%
23%

10,644,000
140,243
$ 10,784,243

2,458,025
$ 2,458,025

23%
0%
23%

56%
50%
45%
53%
60%
0%
28%
32%
50%

681,999
396,000
38,246,959
19,307,784
(751,344)
(347,888)
1,059,558
537,058
205,155
117,692
173,467
0
612,221
231,371
80,636
35,207
$ 40,308,651 $ 20,277,224

10%
10%

$

Tuition and Related Fees
Non-resident Tuition
Registration Fee
Veteran Fee Waivers
LL.M. Tuition
MSL Tuition
HPL Revenue Share
Summer Legal Institute
Other Student Fees
Total

600,000
600,000
336,000
39,789,690
39,789,690
19,795,980 *
(815,262)
(815,262)
(369,631)
1,211,250
1,211,250
642,629
113,300
113,300
67,666
187,460
187,460
0 *
535,650
535,650
149,738
78,900
25,019
78,900
$ 41,700,988 $ 41,700,988 $ 20,647,401

Scholarly Publications
Subscription Revenues
Total

$

Other Income
Investment Income
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments
Overhead Allowances
Miscellaneous
Total

200,000
1,161,455
52,825
$ 1,414,280

200,000
1,161,455
52,825
$ 1,414,280

39,702
1,062,577 *
33,573
$ 1,135,852

20%
--0%
64%
80%

217,920
50,913
18,812
(1,047,775)
(1,328,032)
1,045,064
1,212
48,105
7,409
$
282,126 $ (1,268,498)

Transfer from Other Funds

$

$

$

0%

$

Prior Year Reserve/Beginning Fund Balance

$ 17,091,699

$ 17,091,699

$ 17,181,058 *

101%

$ 19,005,018

$ 19,005,018

100%

$ 72,163,817

$ 72,163,817

$ 41,679,357

58%

$ 70,844,300

$ 40,485,110

57%

TOTAL REVENUES

*See attached narrative

33,500
33,500

139,350

$

33,500
33,500

139,350

$

3,271
3,271

-

98,481
98,481

365,781

$

$

13,341
13,341

-

58%
50%
46%
51%
57%
0%
38%
44%
50%

14%
14%

23%
0%
127%
0%
15%
-450%
0%

17BOD State.xls/Sep16

HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
State Budget Report -- 2016-17

EXPENDITURES
Salaries & Wages
Student Wages-Reg. & Work-study
Staff Benefits
Consultants
Temporary Help (Contracted)
Employee Development & Testing
Recruiting & Advertising
Audit, Legal, and Case Costs
Insurance
Printing & Copier Service
Supplies
Travel
Dues & Subscriptions
Events & Entertainment
Computer Software
Data Processing
Info Retrieval & Bibliography Svc.
Books & Bindings
Equipment Maintenance
Building Maintenance
Other Contract Services
Utilities
Telephone
Mail
Misc. (Including Bank Fees)
Equipment & Improvements
Space & Equipment Rental
Financial Aid Grants
Collection Costs
Transfer to Other Funds
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

*See attached narrative

11/3/2016

Beginning
Budget
2016-17
25,199,504
531,152
8,449,421
628,550
143,060
157,927
135,600
258,515
281,809
871,838
290,524
776,525
229,524
289,977
805,042
172,730
181,100
1,078,709
103,289
947,805
945,926
916,883
44,180
63,627
246,489
146,068
608,873
16,064,840
5,000
376,386
$ 60,950,873

Revised
Budget
2016-17
25,563,956
531,152
8,477,303
628,550
143,060
157,927
135,600
258,515
281,809
871,838
290,524
776,525
229,524
289,977
805,042
172,730
181,100
1,078,709
103,289
947,805
945,926
916,883
44,180
63,627
246,489
146,068
608,873
16,064,840
5,000
376,386
$ 61,343,207

Actual
as of
30-Sep-16
6,570,018
74,544
2,106,493
83,230
28,806
31,755
38,876
15,123
299,953
152,609
81,125
57,536
35,062
63,611
231,551
16,824
166,312
332,659
10,348
157,657
318,832
183,717
12,712
17,410
82,823
55,198
130,456
7,642,659 *
448
$ 18,998,347

Actual Sep-16
as a Percent
of Revised
Budget
26%
14%
25%
13%
20%
20%
29%
6%
106%
18%
28%
7%
15%
22%
29%
10%
92%
31%
10%
17%
34%
20%
29%
27%
34%
38%
21%
48%
9%
0%
31%
$

Year-end
Actual
Actual
as of
2015-16
30-Sep-15
23,854,658
5,917,986
396,064
69,709
7,934,812
1,949,026
605,305
67,349
330,865
60,254
154,809
54,687
138,327
56,482
245,276
18,944
285,844
284,351
803,802
120,908
290,616
78,480
520,469
100,849
249,883
47,101
235,421
61,851
662,369
129,008
112,140
31,628
170,425
155,792
1,094,017
306,829
86,427
16,255
939,071
214,696
465,375
276,199
915,523
301,187
66,542
16,483
64,217
18,289
262,092
90,209
121,500
20,346
589,892
137,132
12,084,060
6,015,672
(49,192)
621
34,045
53,664,654 $ 16,618,323

Actual Sep-15
as a Percent
of 2015-16
Year-end
25%
18%
25%
11%
18%
35%
41%
8%
99%
15%
27%
19%
19%
26%
19%
28%
91%
28%
19%
23%
59%
33%
25%
28%
34%
17%
23%
50%
-1%
0%
31%

17BOD State.xls/Sep16

Agenda Item: 6.4
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

David Seward

2.

SUBJECT:

Auxiliary Enterprises Budget Report
-- As of September 30, 2016

3.

REPORT:

Attached for all auxiliary enterprises of the College – McAllister Tower, Parking Garage,
Student Health Services, and Business Center – are budget reports for 2016-17 as of
September 30, 2016. Major variances are discussed below.
McALLISTER TOWER
Expenditures
 Maintenance and Special Repairs – This reporting category includes elevator
maintenance, building maintenance, window washing and pest control. The beginning
base budget of $249,500 approved by the Board in June was increased by $180,000 at
the September Board meeting to fund one-time special repairs: Skyroom interior
finishes renewal $100,000 and elevator cab renewal $80,000. Expenditures as of
September 30, 2016 represent 8% of budget because none of the one-time special
repairs are yet included.
Nonoperating Revenues/(Expenses)
 Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments – This category accounts for the change in the
market value of the Tower’s share of the UC General Endowment Pool (GEP).
Unrealized gains of $34,403 are recognized as of September 2016 while unrealized
losses of ($42,998) were posted last year as of September 2015.
HASTINGS PARKING GARAGE
Expenditures
 Maintenance and Special Repairs – The beginning budget for equipment and building
maintenance was increased by $30,000 at the September Board meeting to fund
replacing stairway treads for the two staircases in the Parking Garage; those special
repair expenditures have not yet been incurred.
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11/3/2016

McAllister Tower Budget Report -- 2016-17

Beginning
Budget
2016-17

Revised
Budget
2016-17

Actual
as of
30-Sep-16

Actual Sep-16
as a Percent
of Revised
Budget

Year-end
Actual
2015-16

Actual
as of
30-Sep-15

Actual Sep-15
as a Percent
of 2015-16
Year-end

5,097,135
27,705
$ 5,124,840

5,097,135
27,705
$ 5,124,840

1,216,962
10,150
$ 1,227,112

24%
37%
24%

4,798,654
31,252
$ 4,829,906

1,165,247
11,176
$ 1,176,423

24%
36%
24%

75,744
21,500
25,685
1,099,000
68,000
612,550
249,500
110,000
150,000
1,800
750
83,400
614,981
$ 3,112,910

75,744
21,500
25,685
1,099,000
68,000
612,550
429,500
110,000
150,000
1,800
750
83,400
614,981
$ 3,292,910

$

18,886
1,840
6,421
232,820
7,723
146,674
32,687 *
115,582
19,102
238
146
19,094
601,213

25%
9%
25%
21%
11%
24%
8%
105%
13%
13%
19%
23%
-0%
18%

77,127
19,874
25,913
1,060,006
191,082
627,124
228,064
108,881
158,974
2,023
737
113,425
1,416
580,462
$ 3,195,108

$

21,380
1,657
7,269
283,588
40,497
157,255
57,470
108,881
29,078
639
191
34,000
741,905

28%
8%
28%
27%
21%
25%
25%
100%
18%
32%
26%
30%
0%
0%
23%

$ 2,011,930

$ 1,831,930

$

625,899

34%

$ 1,634,798

$

434,518

27%

13,000
13,000

13,000
13,000

$

3,731
(42,998)
(39,267)

16%
0%
127%
0%
8%

$ 1,844,930

$

395,251

35%

REVENUES
Apartment & Commercial Rent
Other
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages
Student Wages--Regular & Work-study
Staff Benefits
Regular Contract Services
Other Contract Services
Utilities
Maintenance & Special Repairs
Insurance
Supplies
Printing & Reproduction
Telephone
Miscellaneous
Equipment & Building Improvements
Overhead Pro Rata
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES
NET OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income
Realized Gain/Loss on Investments
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments
Transfer to Other Funds
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

* See attached narrative.

$

$ 2,024,930

$

6,895
34,403 *
41,298
667,197

53%
---318%

23,083
609
(33,924)
(509,330)
(519,562) $

$

36%

$ 1,115,236

$

HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Hastings Parking Garage and Retail Operations Budget Report -- 2016-17

11/3/2016

REVENUES
Parking Operations
Retail Leases
Other (including Storage)
$

2,106,500
337,956
800
2,445,256

TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES
NET OPERATIONS

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

$

2,106,500
337,956
800
2,445,256

$

352,910
84,099
7,000
13,140
72,600
55,520
57,932
5,000
2,850
300
41,370
293,431
986,152

$

352,910
84,099
7,000
13,140
72,600
85,520
57,932
5,000
2,850
300
41,370
293,431
1,016,152

$

89,111
21,325
16,628
4,907
61,787
1,018
411
6,164
201,351

$

1,459,104

$

1,429,104

$

EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages
Staff Benefits
Regular Contract Services
Other Contract Services
Utilities
Maintenance & Special Repairs
Insurance
Supplies
Printing, Telephone and Mail
Advertising/Promotion
Miscellaneous & Credit Card Fees
Overhead Pro Rata

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income
Realized Gain/Loss on Investments
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments
Funded from Bond Proceeds
Debt Service (Principal & Interest)
Transfer from Other Funds
Cash Short/Over
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

*See attached narrative.

$

514,646
88,520
200
603,366

24%
26%
25%
25%

$

1,000 $
1,000 $
(1,541)
(1,541)
(1,592,659)
(1,592,659)
$ (1,593,200) $ (1,593,200) $

$

(134,096) $

Actual Sep-16
as a
Percent of
Budget

Actual
as of
30-Sep-16

Revised
Budget
2016-17

Beginning
Budget
2016-17

(164,096) $

Year-end
Actual
2015-16

Actual
as of
30-Sep-15

Actual Sep-15
as a Percent
of 2015-16
Year-end

$

480,212
57,938
200
538,350

23%
22%
22%
23%

25%
25%
0%
0%
22%
11%
100%
16%
8%
-13%
0%
20%

$

2,057,609
268,541
913
2,327,063

25%
25%
0%
0%
23%
6%
107%
20%
14%
0%
15%
0%
20%

$

348,720
81,697
7,000
12,456
67,661
50,392
57,932
5,448
2,554
41,960
279,233
955,052

$

86,475
20,429
15,216
5,570
57,932
879
205
5,533
192,239

402,014

28%

$

1,372,010

$

346,111

25%

181
196
(236,713)
2,762
(233,573)

18%
--0%
15%
--15%

$

78
(245)
(243,296)
(141)
(243,603)

7%
0%
127%
0%
15%
--24%
16%

168,441

-103%

$

102,508

-75%

*

1,070 $
3
(193)
960
(1,587,568)
76,713
591
$ (1,508,423) $
(136,413) $
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Budget
2016-17

Actual
as of
30-Sep-16

Actual Sep-16
as a
Percent of
Budget

Year-end
Actual
2015-16

Actual
as of
30-Sep-15

Actual Sep-15
as a Percent
of 2015-16
Year-end

REVENUES
Fees
Other
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

$ 619,290
370
$ 619,660

$ 328,026
205
$ 328,231

53%
-53%

$ 619,403
535
$ 619,938

$ 310,043
138
$ 310,181

50%
-50%

EXPENDITURES
Salaries and Wages
Staff Benefits
Consultants and Contracted Services
Insurance
Supplies
Printing and Mail
Travel
Miscellaneous
Events
Overhead Pro Rata
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES

408,168
72,917
38,871
33,512
10,675
1,499
3,050
1,490
500
74,359
$ 645,041

78,159
16,874
19,966
33,512
4,518
479
39
225
16
$ 153,787

19%
23%
51%
100%
42%
32%
1%
15%
3%
0%
24%

390,844
70,035
67,377
33,512
12,616
1,295
2,019
1,429
507
77,393
$ 657,026

62,877
13,256
16,742
33,512
2,834
378
63
450
$ 130,112

16%
19%
25%
100%
22%
29%
3%
31%
0%
0%
20%

$ (25,381) $ 174,444

-687%

$

(37,088) $ 180,069

-486%

NET OPERATIONS
NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income
Realized Gain/Loss on Sale of Investments
Unrealized Gain/Loss on Investments
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)

TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

*See attached narrative.

$

5,000
5,000

$

1,273
54
1,327

$ (20,381) $ 175,771

25%
--27%

$

-862%

$

3,765
1
(53)
3,713 $

992
(68)
924

(33,375) $ 180,993

26%
0%
-11263%
-1734%
-542%

HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW
Business Center Budget Report -- 2016-17

11/3/2016

Budget
2016-17

Actual
as of
30-Sep-16

Actual Sep-16
as a
Percent of
Budget

Year-end
Actual
2015-16

Actual
as of
30-Sep-15

Actual Sep-15
as a Percent
of 2015-16
Year-end

REVENUES
Copy Services
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES

$ 310,000
$ 310,000

$ 91,874
$ 91,874

30%
30%

$ 334,321
$ 334,321

$ 103,965
$ 103,965

31%
31%

EXPENDITURES
Contracted Services
Supplies
Printing
Events & Promotions
Miscellaneous
Overhead Pro Rata
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENDITURES

287,250
250
500
250
250
37,200
$ 325,700

48,477
$ 48,477

17%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
15%

296,631
622
150
40,119
$ 337,521

46,595
$ 46,595

16%
-0%
-0%
0%
14%

NET OPERATIONS

$ (15,700) $ 43,396

NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)
Investment Income
TOTAL NONOPERATING REVENUES (EXPENSES)

TOTAL CHANGE IN NET ASSETS

*See attached narrative.

$

500
500

$

114
114

$ (15,200) $ 43,510

-276%

$

23%
23%

$

-286%

$

(3,200) $ 57,370

597
597

$

116
116

(2,603) $ 57,486

-1793%

19%
19%
-2208%

Agenda Item: 6.5
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM
1.

REPORT BY:

Debbie Tran

2.

SUBJECT:

Update on Moss Adams Engagement - HR and Payroll
Processing

3.

REPORT:

As part of their 2015 year-end financial statement audit, Hood and Strong issued a
Management Letter to the Board of Directors. With the “HR and Payroll Processing and
Accuracy" comment from prior year continuing to be an issue, this item was characterized
as a significant deficiency. In May 2015, the College retained a management consulting
firm specializing in higher education, Campus Strategies, to analyze the HR/payroll
functions. Subsequently, in October 2015, the College retained the audit firm of Moss
Adams to supplement the efforts of UC Hastings staff to correct deficiencies in payroll
processing identified in their initiate report issued in December 2014. In response to the
second Moss Adams engagement and the respective report issued in January 2016,
College leadership appointed a work group to address the eighteen (18) recommendations
Moss Adams proposed to address this significant deficiency. The work group included
employees from HR, Fiscal, the Academic Dean’s Office and the CFO’s office.
The 2016 year-end financial statement audit was prepared by Moss Adams and was
adopted by the Board of Directors at its October 2016 meeting. The auditors’ review
found no:





Financial reporting findings
Compliance findings
Significant control deficiencies
Material weaknesses

The group charged with addressing the Moss Adam findings from their 2016 report are
continuing their efforts and work is progressing. Attached is a status report.

Agenda Item: 6.6
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM
1.

REPORT BY: David Seward

2.

SUBJECT:

3.

REPORT:

Review of College Checks & Electronic Transfers over $50,000

Listed below are checks & electronic transfers issued by the College for the period of August 1, 2016 through
November 4, 2016.

Date

Check/
Electronic
Transfers No.

8/02/16

0265329

8/02/16

ACH1667

8/03/16

ACH1665

8/05/16

0265342

8/05/16

0265353

Vendor
Pacific, Gas & Electric

Amount
$61,438.21

Description
Utilities payment for the period of 6/7/167/6/16

State California Franchise
State withholding employee income tax
Tax Board
$143,181.29 payment for PPE 7/31/16
Payment for federal income taxes, social
security taxes and Medicare taxes (employee
Internal Revenue Service $727,449.61 and employer share) for PPE 07/31/2016
Facilities custodial services in the 198, 200
&100 McAllister buildings for the month of
ABM Janitorial Services
$57,589.37 July 2016
Lexis Nexis

Regents University
California

8/05/16

E0040612

8/09/16

PC 9004251

8/12/16

E0040644

Corp State Street

8/12/16

E0040656

Regents University
California

8/19/16

PC 9004268

8/23/16
8/23/16

Wells Fargo Bank. N.A.

Lexis Advance Online Access Subscription
$52,514.52 Effective 7/1/16 through 6/30/2017
Employer/employee contributions to UC
Retirement Plan for PPE 07/31/2016
($559,433.52) Plus $45,000 for Research &
$604,433.52 Analysis for PT JD program
Recording of procurement card
payments/PayIt on general ledger for the
$66,246.98 month of July 2016
Retirement program costs for annuitants and
employees – Other Post-Employment
$72,308.80 Benefits for PPE 07/31/2016

Wells Fargo Bank. N.A.

Employer/employee contributions: Health
$299,448.15 and Welfare for PPE 07/31/2016
Recording of procurement card
payments/PayIt on general ledger for the
$88,733.91 month of July 2016

0265559

ABM Engineering
Services

$73,500.78

Payment Tower Building Engineers
7/1/16/7/31/16

0265569

CSAC Excess Insurance
Authority

$93,066.00

Excess Workers Compensation Premium for
7/1/16- 7/12/17

8/30/16

West Group Payment
Center

Date

0265647
Check/
Electronic
Transfers No.

9/02/16

ACH1670

Internal Revenue Service

9/02/16

ACH1671

State California Franchise
State withholding employee income tax
Tax Board
$109,093.08 payment for PPE 8/31/16

9/06/16

E0041384

Regents University
California

9/12/16

0265716

Alliant Insurance
Services

9/15/16

E0041464

Corp State Street

9/15/16

E0041478

Regents University
California

9/16/16

0265755

ABM Janitorial Services

Employer/employee contributions: Health
$293,335.29 and Welfare for PPE 08/31/2016
Facilities custodial services in the 198, 200
&100 McAllister buildings for the month of
August 2016 and September 2016August
$77,881.93 Janitorial Services

9/27/16

0265861

Pacific, Gas & Electric

$68,743.25

Utilities payment for the period of 8/8/20169/6/2016

9/27/16

E0041649

MK Think

$74,500.43

For services June, July, Sept, & Oct 2016

9/29/16

0265893

Regents University
California

9/30/16

PC 9004283

Wells Fargo Bank. N.A.

10/03/16

ACH1677

Internal Revenue Service

MOU for 2016-17 TRS (Time Reporting
System)
Recording of procurement card
payments/PayIt on general ledger for the
$223,709.53 month of August 2016
Payment for federal income taxes, social
security taxes and Medicare taxes (employee
$581,929.41 and employer share) for PPE 09/30/2016

10/03/16

ACH1678

State California Franchise
State withholding employee income tax
Tax Board
$116,921.97 payment for PPE 9/30/16

10/04/16

0265894

ABM Engineering
Services

$51,066.19

10/04/16

E0041708

Regents University
California

UC Student Health Insurance Premium- Fall
$826,419.44 2016

10/07/16

E0041788

Regents University
California

Employer/employee contributions to UC
$466,711.01 Retirement Plan for PPE 9/30/2016

10/11/16

0265968

Moss Adams LLP

$60,000.00

Vendor

$73,459.28

Annual Westlaw Subscription fee. Effective:
7/1/16 through 6/30/2017

Amount

Description
Payment for federal income taxes, social
security taxes and Medicare taxes (employee
$565,924.80 and employer share) for PPE 08/31/2016

Employer/employee contributions to UC
$474,996.42 Retirement Plan for PPE 08/31/2016
General, excess, legal, garage liabilities for
UCH and incidental liability for Health
$519,558.58 Center, Property Insurance 2016-2017
Retirement program costs for annuitants and
employees – Other Post-Employment
$62,093.43 Benefits for PPE 08/31/2016

$59,395.00

2 of 3

Payment Tower Building Engineers 8/1/16 to
8/31/16

Payment for 6/30/2016 Audit services

Date

Check/
Electronic
Transfers No.

10/14/16

E0041823

Corp State Street

10/14/16

E0041850

Regents University
California

10/20/16

E0041913

10/25/16

0266053

Pacific, Gas & Electric

$75,482.46

10/28/16

0266061

ABM Janitorial Services

$80,232.00

35 Records
Listed

Vendor

Amount

$60,766.33

Description
Retirement program costs for annuitants and
employees – Other Post-Employment
Benefits for PPE 09/30/2016

Employer/employee contributions: Health
$288,521.18 and Welfare for PPE 09/30/2016
Pre-payment for 2017 commencement
venue/event at Bill Graham Civic
BGCA Management LLC $50,000.00 Auditorium

TOTAL $7,600,652.15

3 of 3

Utilities payment for the period of 09/07/1610/05/16
Facilities custodial services in the 198, 200
&100 McAllister buildings for the month of
October 2016 and November 2016

Agenda Item: 7.1
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

Associate Dean & Consortium Director Jaime King

2.

SUBJECT:

UCSF/UC Hastings Consortium Law, Science & Health
Curriculum

3.

REPORT:

Written Report

Health Law at UC Hastings
Fall 2016

EDUCATION

RESEARCH

SERVICE

Masters of Science in Health Policy & Law

•UCSF, UC Hastings and UC Berkeley (BRCOE)
•Launched Fall 2016 with 30 students
•Fully-online program
•Interprofessional curriculum

Health Law Tops List of Hot Practice Areas
• Huge and diverse field
of practice
• Traditional and
non-traditional jobs for
lawyers
• UC Hastings Ranked
14th in Health Law

Health Law Community

The Law Student Life Cycle
Orientation
Admission

Classes

Consortium
Advising

Alumni/
Mentorship

Job Search
Concentration
in Health Law

Events

Research/
Externships

Health Law Homeroom

Connecting Curriculum to Careers

“Ask Me Anything” Event Series

Nicky Espinosa, ‘84
General Counsel, Heartflow
TODAY! 12-1pm, Consortium Offices

Agenda Item: 8
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1. REPORT BY:

Acting Chancellor & Dean David L. Faigman

2. SUBJECT:

Report of the Chancellor & Dean

3. REPORT:

Oral

8.1

8.2

Discussion of Non-JD Graduate Programs at UC Hastings: LLM, MSL,
HPL, and Other Permutations and Possibilities (Report with Acting Provost
& Academic Dean Evan Lee)
Other Informational Items: Academic Programs, Bar Passage, Student
Services, External Relations and Personnel

Agenda Item: 9
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

Eric Dumbleton, Chief Development Officer
Institutional Advancement

2.

REPORT:

Written Report

9.1
9.2

Building UC Hastings Campaign Update
Overall Fundraising Update

Agenda Item: 9.1
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

Eric Dumbleton, Chief Development Officer
Institutional Advancement

2.

REPORT:

Written Report

9.1

Building UC Hastings Campaign Update

Agenda Item: 9.2
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

Eric Dumbleton, Chief Development Officer
Institutional Advancement

2.

REPORT:

Written Report

9.2

Overall Fundraising Update

Agenda Item: 9.3
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY: Alex A.G. Shapiro, Director of External Relations

2.

REPORT:
9.3

Oral Report

Community Relations Update

Agenda Item: 10.1
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

REPORT ITEM

1.

REPORT BY:

Presented by Mr. Michael Belote of California Advocates

2.

SUBJECT:

Annual Legislative Report

3.

REPORT:

Written

925 L Street, Suite 1250
Sacramento, CA 95814
Legislative Status Report
HASTINGS

AB 27

(Chávez R) Public postsecondary education: exemption from nonresident tuition. (
Amended: 5/7/2015 pdf html )
Status: 8/31/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(17). (Last location was ED. on
5/7/2015)
Location: 8/31/2016-S. DEAD
Summary: Under existing law, the segments of the public postsecondary education system in the
state include the University of California, which is administered by the Regents of the University of
California, the California State University, which is administered by the Trustees of the California
State University, and the California Community Colleges, which are administered by the Board of
Governors of the California Community Colleges. This bill would require or request, as applicable,
that the policies of each segment of public postsecondary education be updated and adopted to
also ensure continued participation in GI Bill education benefits, as defined. This bill contains other
related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

AB 801

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

(Bloom D) Postsecondary education: Success for Homeless Youth in Higher Education
Act. ( Chaptered: 9/21/2016 pdf html )
Status: 9/21/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 432, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 9/21/2016-A. CHAPTERED
Summary: Existing law, the Donahoe Higher Education Act, sets forth the missions and functions
of the segments of postsecondary education in this state. Among other things, the act requires the
California State University and each community college district, and requests the University of
California, with respect to each campus in their respective jurisdictions that administers a priority
enrollment system, to grant priority in that system for registration for enrollment to foster youth, as
defined, or former foster youth, until the repeal of this provision on January 1, 2017. This bill would
enact the Success for Homeless Youth in Higher Education Act. The bill would delete the repeal date
of, and thereby extend indefinitely, the above-referenced priority requirement, with respect to the
California State University and community college districts, and the request for the granting of
priority, with respect to the University of California. The bill would extend that priority requirement,
and that request, to include homeless youth until January 1, 2020. To the extent that this provision
would impose new duties on community college districts, it would constitute a state-mandated local
program. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
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Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
AB 969

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

(Williams D) Postsecondary education: sexual assault cases. ( Vetoed: 9/30/2016
Status: 9/30/2016-Vetoed by the Governor
Location: 9/30/2016-A. VETOED

pdf

html

)

Summary: Existing law establishes the University of California, under the administration of the
Regents of the University of California, the California State University, under the administration of the
Trustees of the California State University, the California Community Colleges, under the
administration of the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges, and independent
institutions of higher education as the segments of postsecondary education in this state. The bill
would additionally require, until January 1, 2022, in order to receive state funds for student financial
assistance, the governing board of each community college district, the Trustees of the California
State University, the Regents of the University of California, and the governing board of each
independent postsecondary institution to report, on or before October 1, 2018, and on an annual
basis thereafter, specified data relating to cases of alleged sexual assault, domestic violence, dating
violence, and stalking. The bill would require that report to be posted on the respective institution's
Internet Web site in a manner easily accessible to students. This bill contains other related
provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

AB 1317 (Salas D) Labor Code Private Attorneys General Act of 2004. ( Amended: 6/20/2016 pdf html )
Status: 8/31/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(17). (Last location was RLS. on
6/20/2016)
Location: 8/31/2016-S. DEAD
Summary:
Existing law, the Labor Code Private Attorneys General Act of 2004, authorizes an aggrieved
employee to bring a civil action to recover specified civil penalties that would otherwise be assessed
and collected by the Labor and Workforce Development Agency on behalf of the employee and
other current or former employees for the violation of certain provisions affecting employees. The act
provides the employer with the right to cure certain violations before the employee may bring a civil
action, as specified. For other violations, the act requires the employee to follow specified
procedures before bringing an action.
This bill would provide the employer with the right to cure any violation of the Labor Code covered by
the act before the employee may bring a civil action. That right to cure would be provided before,
and in addition to, any other specified procedures the employee is required to follow prior to bringing
an action.
This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
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Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

AB 1366 (Lopez D) Public postsecondary education: Dream Resource Liaisons. (
Amended: 9/1/2015 pdf html )
Status: 8/31/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(17). (Last location was 2 YEAR on
9/11/2015)
Location: 8/31/2016-S. DEAD
Summary: Existing law establishes the segments of the public postsecondary education system in
the state, including the University of California administered by the Regents of the University of
California, the California State University administered by the Trustees of the California State
University, and the California Community Colleges administered by the Board of Governors of the
California Community Colleges. This bill would encourage the California Community Colleges, the
California State University, and the University of California to designate a Dream Resource Liaison
on each of their campuses, as specified, to assist certain students by streamlining access to all
available financial aid and academic opportunities for those students. The bill would encourage the
governing board of each school district and each county office of education that maintains any of
grades 9 to 12, inclusive, to have a Dream Resource Liaison at each of their respective campuses
that includes any of those grades. The bill would authorize Dream Resource Centers to offer support
services, including, but not necessarily limited to, state and institutional financial aid assistance,
academic counseling, peer support services, psychological counseling, referral services, and legal
services. The bill would encourage each campus of the California Community Colleges and the
California State University to ensure that it has a staff person designated as a Dream Resource
Liaison who is knowledgeable in available financial aid, services, and academic opportunities for all
students meeting specified requirements, including undocumented students. This bill contains other
related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

AB 1582 (Allen, Travis R) Political Reform Act of 1974: Conflict of Interest Codes: public
postsecondary educational institutions. ( Amended: 2/18/2016 pdf html )
Status: 8/31/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(17). (Last location was E. & R. on
2/22/2016)
Location: 8/31/2016-A. DEAD
Summary: The Political Reform Act of 1974 requires every state and local government agency to
adopt and promulgate a Conflict of Interest Code and requires each Conflict of Interest Code to
include, among other things, a requirement that each designated employee file statements, as
specified, disclosing reportable investments, business positions, interests in real property and
income. Existing law prohibits a faculty member or academic department or other adopting entity at
an institution of higher education from demanding or receiving anything of value, as specified, for
adopting specific course materials required for coursework or instruction, except as specified,
including royalties or other compensation from sales of course materials that include the instructor's
writing or other work. This bill would require that the Conflict of Interest Code of each public
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postsecondary educational institution require an employee of that institution to disclose any item of
value, any royalties, or any other compensation the employee receives as a result of making or
influencing a decision to adopt specific course materials required for coursework or instruction. By
requiring the revision of Conflict of Interest Codes for community colleges, the bill would impose a
state-mandated local program. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

AB 1653 (Weber D) Postsecondary education: campus climate. ( Vetoed: 9/29/2016
Status: 9/29/2016-Vetoed by the Governor
Location: 9/29/2016-A. VETOED

Group

pdf

html

)

Summary: Existing law establishes the segments of postsecondary education in this state,
including the University of California administered by the Regents of the University of California, the
California State University administered by the Trustees of the California State University, the
California Community Colleges administered by the Board of Governors of the California
Community Colleges, and independent institutions of higher education. This bill would require the
board, the trustees, and the governing body of each independent institution of higher education, as
defined, and encourage each University of California campus, to each generate a report once every
biennium of the legislative session, commencing with the 2017-18 Regular Session, that includes
specified information related to the respective institution's campus climate, as defined, post the
report on the respective institution's Internet Web site, and submit the report to specified state
bodies. For the purposes of the board's report, the bill would require the board to request certain
information from community college districts, and would provide that the board's report shall be
based on data available from participating community college districts. The bill would require the
board, the trustees, and the governing body of each independent institution of higher education, and
would encourage the regents, to create, review every 2 years thereafter, and, as necessary, update
protocols, policies, and procedures regarding compliance with the federal Jeanne Clery Disclosure
of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime Statistics Act and the Violence Against Women
Reauthorization Act of 2013.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

AB 1654 (Santiago D) Student safety: crime reporting. ( Chaptered: 8/30/2016 pdf html )
Status: 8/29/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 222, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 8/29/2016-A. CHAPTERED
Summary: The federal Jeanne Clery Disclosure of Campus Security Policy and Campus Crime
Statistics Act (Clery Act) requires eligible institutions of higher education participating in federal
student assistance financial grant programs or federal work study programs to collect and annually
prepare, publish, and distribute to current students and employees, and to applicants for enrollment
or employment upon request, an annual security report containing information with respect to the
campus security policies and campus crime statistics of that institution. The federal act further
requires that the institutions annually file statistics concerning the occurrence of crimes on campus or
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on noncampus buildings or property, with the United States Secretary of Education. This bill would
require the State Auditor to include in this audit an evaluation of the institutions' compliance with
state law governing crime reporting and the development and implementation of student safety
policies and procedures. This bill contains other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

AB 1726 (Bonta D) Data collection. ( Chaptered: 9/25/2016 pdf html )
Status: 9/25/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 607, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 9/25/2016-A. CHAPTERED
Summary: Existing law requires any state agency, board, or commission that directly or by contract
collects demographic data as to the ancestry or ethnic origin of Californians to use separate
collection categories and tabulations for specified Asian groups and Pacific Islander groups, and
requires a state agency, board, or commission to include data on specified collection categories
and tabulations in every demographic report on ancestry or ethnic origins of California residents that
it publishes or releases. Existing law requires specified agencies to use additional separate
collection categories and other tabulations for major Asian groups and Native Hawaiian and other
Pacific Islander groups, and also requires those agencies to take additional actions, including,
among other things, posting, and annually updating, the demographic data collected on their Internet
Web sites, and updating the reporting categories to reflect these Asian and Pacific Islander groups
as they are reported for the 2020 decennial census. This bill would require the updating of the
reporting categories for future decennial censuses. The bill would require the State Department of
Public Health to use the additional separate collection categories and other tabulations for specified
Asian groups and Pacific Islander groups, and to take additional actions as specified above, under
certain circumstances.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

AB 1778 (Quirk D) Postsecondary education: sexual assault and sexual violence training. (
Vetoed: 9/27/2016 pdf html )
Status: 9/27/2016-Vetoed by the Governor
Location: 9/27/2016-A. VETOED
Summary: Existing law requires the governing boards of each community college district, the
Trustees of the California State University, the Regents of the University of California, and the
governing boards of independent postsecondary institutions, in order to receive state funds for
student financial assistance, to adopt detailed and victim-centered policies and protocols regarding
sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking involving a student that comport with
best practices and current professional standards, covering specified topics, including a
comprehensive, trauma-informed training program for campus officials involved in investigating and
adjudicating sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking cases. This bill would,
commencing January 1, 2018, require those institutions, in order to receive state funds for student
financial assistance, to conduct annual training of their respective employees, in addition to the
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training described above, on the employee's obligations in responding to and reporting incidents of
sexual assault, domestic violence, dating violence, and stalking involving students. The bill would
provide that an employee trained pursuant to these provisions is deemed to have satisfied the
annual training requirement for each campus or community college district, as applicable, within
each segment that the employee is employed at for that year.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:

Assigned
MDB

Position

Priority

Subject

Group

AB 1914 (Bonilla D) Public postsecondary education: academic materials: textbooks: access
codes. ( Chaptered: 9/9/2016 pdf html )
Status: 9/9/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 261, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 9/9/2016-A. CHAPTERED
Summary:
Existing law, known as the Donahoe Higher Education Act, sets forth the missions and functions of
the segments of postsecondary education in this state. The California State University, under the
administration of the Trustees of the California State University, the California Community Colleges,
under the administration of the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges, and the
University of California, under the administration of the Regents of the University of California,
constitute the 3 segments of public postsecondary education in this state. Provisions of the Donahoe
Higher Education Act apply to the University of California only to the extent that the regents act, by
appropriate resolution, to make those provisions applicable.
This bill would add to this chapter a provision that requires the respective academic senates of
campuses of the California State University and the University of California, in collaboration with
students and campus administrators, to develop policies regarding required academic materials in
order to encourage efforts to reduce redundancy in the delivery of academic materials, including, but
not necessarily limited to, textbooks, as defined, and access codes, as defined. The bill would
require that the policies adopted pursuant to the bill include, but not necessarily be limited to,
guidelines prioritizing the use of ancillary and additional academic platforms and materials, not
including textbooks, already available to enrolled students that are determined by faculty to serve the
requirements of a course of study at no additional cost to enrolled students on their campuses or to
the campus itself, a requirement that the cost of academic materials from the current semester or
quarter be provided to faculty as specified, the establishment, in consultation with the campus
bookstore, of deadlines by the campus for a faculty member or academic department to notify the
campus bookstore of required and recommended textbooks and other instructional materials, as
specified, and a determination, in consultation with the campus bookstore, of approved descriptors
to post next to academic materials offered for sale at the campus bookstore, as specified.
This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
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HASTINGS
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AB 1936 (Chávez R) Public postsecondary education: residency: dependents of armed forces
members. ( Introduced: 2/12/2016 pdf html )
Status: 8/12/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(14). (Last location was APPR.
SUSPENSE FILE on 8/11/2016)
Location: 8/12/2016-S. DEAD
Summary: Under existing law, the segments of the public postsecondary education system in the
state include the University of California, which is administered by the Regents of the University of
California, the California State University, which is administered by the Trustees of the California
State University, and the California Community Colleges, which are administered by the Board of
Governors of the California Community Colleges. This bill would extend that resident classification
for designated dependents of transferred and retired members of the Armed Forces of the United
States to those dependents who have been admitted to a public postsecondary institution before the
transfer or retirement. The bill would request the Regents of the University of California to establish
the same residency benefits as those established by this bill for students enrolled at the University of
California. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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Priority

Subject

Group

AB 2164 (O'Donnell D) Public postsecondary education: tuition and fees. ( Chaptered: 9/21/2016
html )
Status: 9/21/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 435, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 9/21/2016-A. CHAPTERED

pdf

Summary: Existing law prohibits the Board of Directors of the Hastings College of the Law, the
Trustees of the California State University, the governing boards of each community college district,
and, if they adopt an appropriate resolution, the Regents of the University of California from
collecting mandatory systemwide tuition and fees from any surviving spouse or surviving child of a
deceased person who was a resident of the state and employed by or contracting with a public
agency, whose principal duties consisted of active law enforcement service or active fire
suppression and prevention, and who died as a result of his or her duties, as specified. This bill
would extend the application of those provisions to the surviving spouse or surviving child of a
person who died as a result of an industrial injury or illness arising out of and in the course of active
law enforcement or fire suppression and prevention duties, and who otherwise met the abovereferenced requirements. The bill would also make conforming changes. This bill contains other
related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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AB 2166 (Cooper D) Public postsecondary education: waiver of mandatory campus-based fees. (
Introduced: 2/17/2016 pdf html )
Status: 4/22/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(5). (Last location was A. HIGHER
ED. on 2/29/2016)
Location: 4/22/2016-A. DEAD
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Summary: Existing law prohibits the Board of Directors of the Hastings College of the Law, the
Trustees of the California State University, and, if they adopt an appropriate resolution, the Regents
of the University of California, from collecting mandatory systemwide tuition and fees from any
surviving spouse or surviving child of a deceased person who was a resident of the state and
employed by or contracting with a public agency, whose principal duties consisted of active law
enforcement service or active fire suppression and prevention, and who died as a result of his or her
duties, as specified. This bill would additionally require those institutions to excuse any mandatory
campus-based fees for those persons described above. This requirement would apply to the
University of California only if the regents, by resolution, make it applicable.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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AB 2214 (Harper R) Public postsecondary education: faculty royalty income disclosure. (
Amended: 3/28/2016 pdf html )
Status: 5/27/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(8). (Last location was APPR.
SUSPENSE FILE on 4/27/2016)
Location: 5/27/2016-A. DEAD
Summary: Existing law, known as the Donahoe Higher Education Act, sets forth the missions and
functions of the segments of postsecondary education in this state. The California State University,
under the administration of the Trustees of the California State University, the California Community
Colleges, under the administration of the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges,
and the University of California, under the administration of the Regents of the University of
California, constitute the 3 segments of public postsecondary education in this state. Provisions of
the Donahoe Higher Education Act apply to the University of California only to the extent that the
regents act, by appropriate resolution, to make those provisions applicable. This bill would add to
this chapter a provision that requires the trustees and the governing board of each community
college district, and requests the regents, to require their faculty members to annually disclose, on or
before April 15, 2017, and on or before April 15 of each year thereafter, on a form and in a manner
to be determined by the trustees, the governing board, or the regents, as appropriate, all of the
income he or she received in the immediately preceding calendar year from a publisher, periodical,
or provider of online content for royalties, advances, consulting services, or for any other purpose.
The bill would require faculty members to whom the bill is applicable to file a form even if they have
no disclosable income in the calendar year. The bill would require that these forms be filed under
penalty of perjury, thereby imposing a state-mandated local program by expanding the scope of the
crime of perjury. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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AB 2251 (Stone, Mark D) Student loan servicers: licensing and regulation: Student Loan Servicing
Act. ( Chaptered: 9/29/2016 pdf html )
Status: 9/29/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 824, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 9/29/2016-A. CHAPTERED
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Summary: Existing law establishes the Department of Business Oversight as headed by the
Commissioner of Business Oversight, who, among other things, generally provides for the licensure
and regulation of persons who are engaged in various consumer financial businesses, including, but
not limited to, the business of making consumer or commercial loans. This bill would enact the
Student Loan Servicing Act providing for the licensure, regulation, and oversight of student loan
servicers by the commissioner and would define terms for its purposes. The bill would prohibit a
person from engaging in the business of servicing a student loan in this state, directly or indirectly,
without a license, unless exempt from the licensing requirement, and would require a licensee to
provide specific services to a student loan borrower and comply with reporting, auditing, and other
oversight by the commissioner. The bill would require a person applying for a license to, among
other things, pay an application fee, sign the application under penalty of perjury, and submit to a
criminal background check by the Department of Justice. By expanding the scope of the crime of
perjury and increasing who is authorized to receive criminal record information, this bill would
impose a state-mandated local program. The bill would require each licensee to, among other
things, file reports with the commissioner under oath, pay to the commissioner its pro rata share of
all costs and expenses reasonably incurred in the administration of these provisions, as estimated
by the commissioner, and would authorize the commissioner to enforce these provisions by, among
other things, promulgating regulations, performing investigations, suspending a license, and
enforcing the provisions in an administrative hearing or in court, as specified. The bill would prohibit
the public disclosure of specific information provided by a licensee to the commissioner. The bill
would make the act operative on July 1, 2018, except for specific authorizations to the commissioner
which may be exercised on and after January 1, 2017. The bill would make legislative findings in
support of its provisions. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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AB 2419 (Jones R) Public postsecondary education: The New University of California. (
Introduced: 2/19/2016 pdf html )
Status: 4/22/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(5). (Last location was A. HIGHER
ED. on 4/20/2016)
Location: 4/22/2016-A. DEAD
Summary: Existing law establishes the California Community Colleges, under the administration of
the Board of Governors of the California Community Colleges, the California State University, under
the administration of the Trustees of the California State University, and the University of California,
under the administration of the Regents of the University of California, as the 3 segments of public
postsecondary education in this state. This bill would establish The New University of California as a
4th segment of public postsecondary education in this state. The university would provide no
instruction, but rather would issue credit and degrees to persons who pass its examinations. The bill
would establish an 11-member Board of Trustees of The New University of California as the
governing body of the university, and specify the membership and appointing authority for the board
of trustees. The bill would provide for the appointment of a Chancellor of The New University of
California as the chief executive officer of the university.
Organization
HASTINGS
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Notes 1:
AB 2654 (Bonilla D) Postsecondary education: Equity in Higher Education Act. (
Chaptered: 7/25/2016 pdf html )
Status: 7/25/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 107, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 7/25/2016-A. CHAPTERED
Summary: Existing law, known as the Donahoe Higher Education Act, sets forth, among other
things, the missions and functions of California's public and independent segments of higher
education and their respective institutions of higher education. A provision of the act applies to the
University of California only to the extent that the Regents of the University of California, by
appropriate resolution, act to make the provision applicable. This bill would require a postsecondary
educational institution to post its written policy on sexual harassment on its Internet Web site. The bill
would require the policy to include information on the complaint process and the timeline for the
complaint process. The bill would require the policy to include information on where to obtain the
specific rules and procedures for pursuing available remedies and resources, both on and off
campus. By requiring community colleges to include additional information in their written policies on
sexual harassment and to post the policies on their Internet Web sites, this bill would impose a statemandated local program. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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AB 2732 (Chang R) Public postsecondary education: mandatory orientation for students. (
Vetoed: 9/26/2016 pdf html )
Status: 9/26/2016-Vetoed by the Governor
Location: 9/26/2016-A. VETOED
Summary: Existing law establishes the University of California, under the administration of the
Regents of the University of California, and the California State University, under the administration
of the Trustees of the California State University, as 2 of the segments of public postsecondary
education in this state. The bill would require the Trustees of the California State University, and
request the Regents of the University of California, to provide, as part of established campus
orientations, educational and preventive information about cyberbullying to students at all campuses
of their respective segments. This bill contains other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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(Pan D) University of California: alternative investment information. ( Amended: 4/22/2015
pdf html )
Status: 8/12/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(14). (Last location was 2 YEAR on
8/28/2015)
Location: 8/12/2016-A. DEAD
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Summary:
Existing provisions of the California Constitution establish the University of California as a public
trust under the administration of the Regents of the University of California. The University of
California system includes 10 campuses, which are located in Berkeley, Davis, Irvine, Los Angeles,
Merced, Riverside, San Diego, San Francisco, Santa Barbara, and Santa Cruz.
This bill would require the University of California to obtain certain information regarding alternative
investments from each private equity fund, venture fund, hedge fund, or absolute return fund in which
the University of California provides or has provided funds for investment.

Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
SB 893
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(Nguyen R) Postsecondary education: tuition and fees. ( Amended: 4/19/2016 pdf html )
Status: 8/31/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(17). (Last location was APPR.
SUSPENSE FILE on 5/2/2016)
Location: 8/31/2016-S. DEAD
Summary: Existing law requires the Regents of the University of California, the Board of Directors
of the Hastings College of the Law, the Trustees of the California State University, and the governing
board of each community college district to collect fees from students attending those
postsecondary education institutions. This provision is applicable to the Regents of the University of
California only if the regents, by resolution, make it applicable. This bill would prohibit the regents,
the trustees, and the governing board of each community college district from collecting any fees or
tuition of any kind from a student in an undergraduate program who is the surviving dependent, as
defined, of any individual killed in the terrorist attack in San Bernardino on December 2, 2015, if the
dependent meets the financial need requirements of the Cal Grant A Program and either the
dependent was a resident of California on December 2, 2015, or the individual killed in the attack
was a resident of California on that date. The bill would require the governing board of each
community college district to waive fee requirements for any student in an undergraduate program
who is a surviving dependent. The bill would require the California Victim Compensation and
Government Claims Board to identify all persons who are eligible for tuition and fee waivers pursuant
to the bill, to notify these persons or their parents or guardians of that eligibility, and, if requested by
the public segments of postsecondary education in the state, on a case-by-case basis, to confirm
the eligibility of persons requesting the waiver of tuition and fees. The bill would apply to the
University of California only if the regents, by resolution, make it applicable. To the extent that the bill
would impose new duties on community college districts, it would constitute a state-mandated local
program. This bill contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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(Beall D) Public postsecondary education: priority enrollment systems. (
Chaptered: 9/21/2016 pdf html )
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Status: 9/21/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 437, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 9/21/2016-S. CHAPTERED
Summary: Existing law requires the California State University and each community college
district, and requests the University of California, with respect to each campus in their respective
jurisdictions that administers a priority enrollment system, to grant priority for registration for
enrollment to foster youth or former foster youth, as defined. Existing law repeals these requirements
on January 1, 2017. This bill would revise the definition of foster youth or former foster youth for these
provisions. This bill would extend the operation of these provisions indefinitely. By extending the
operation of requirements relating to student eligibility for priority registration at community college
districts, the bill would impose a state-mandated local program. This bill contains other related
provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
SB 959
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Subject

(Lara D) University of California: contracts: bidding. ( Vetoed: 9/28/2016

Group

pdf

html

)

Status: 9/28/2016-Vetoed by the Governor
Location: 9/28/2016-S. VETOED
Summary: Existing provisions of the California Constitution provide that the University of California
constitutes a public trust and require the university to be administered by the Regents of the
University of California (regents), a corporation in the form of a board, with full powers of
organization and government, subject to legislative control only for specified purposes, including any
competitive bidding procedures as may be applicable to the university by statute for the letting of
construction contracts, sales of real property, and purchasing of materials, goods, and services.
Existing law requires the regents, except as provided, to let all contracts involving an expenditure of
$100,000 or more annually for goods and materials or services, excepting personal or professional
services, to the lowest responsible bidder meeting certain specifications, or to reject all bids.
Existing law, until January 1, 2018, also authorizes the bid evaluation and selection for these
contracts to be determined by the best value, as defined. This bill, beginning January 1, 2018, would
require a bidder, to qualify as a lowest responsible bidder or best value awardee on contracts for
specified services, among other requirements, to certify in writing to the University of California (UC)
that the bid includes a total employee compensation package that is valued on a per-employee
basis at a level sufficient that it does not materially undercut the average per-employee value of total
compensation for UC employees who perform comparable work at the relevant campus, medical
center, or laboratory at which the bidder proposes to perform the work. The bill would require the UC
to include in its request for proposals a calculation of the average per-employee value of total
compensation for UC employees who perform comparable work at the relevant location, as
prescribed. The bill would, for these purposes, require contracts for services involving an
expenditure of $100,000 or more annually to include any renewals or extensions of the contract that
would result in an expenditure of $100,000 or more annually. This bill contains other related
provisions.
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SB 1257

(Block D) State Bar: admission: license: pro bono service requirement. ( Vetoed: 8/30/2016
pdf html )
Status: 8/30/2016-Vetoed by the Governor
Location: 8/30/2016-S. VETOED
Summary: Existing law, the State Bar Act, requires an applicant for admission and a license to
practice law, to meet certain requirements, including, but not limited to, having completed certain
legal education in a law school, law office, or judge's chambers, passed an examination in
professional responsibility, and passed the general bar examination. Existing law prohibits a person
from practicing law in this state unless he or she is an active member of the State Bar. This bill would
additionally require an applicant, prior to admission, to complete at least 50 hours of supervised pro
bono legal service, as specified, in order to supplement the applicant's legal education with practical
legal work experience. Upon completion of the pro bono legal service requirement, the bill would
require an applicant and the supervisor, as defined, to complete and sign a form confirming
completion of the pro bono service. The bill would require the State Bar to adopt rules for the
retention of the certification forms. The bill would authorize the State Bar to create the form upon
which an applicant can report completion of pro bono service. The bill would require the State Bar to
randomly audit submitted forms to ensure compliance with these provisions. The bill would provide
that these provisions apply to all applicants who enter law school on or after January 1, 2018.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
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(Wolk D) University of California: Innovation Acceleration Fund. ( Introduced: 2/19/2016
html )
Status: 5/6/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(6). (Last location was RLS. on
3/3/2016)
Location: 5/6/2016-S. DEAD

pdf

Summary:
Existing law establishes the University of California, under the administration of the Regents of the
University of California, as one of the segments of public postsecondary education in this state.
This bill would express the Legislature’s intent to enact legislation to create an Innovation
Acceleration Fund at the University of California to apply existing research efforts to solving
California’s most pressing public policy issues and to establish a robust innovation infrastructure at
its campuses to accelerate local economic development and job creation.

Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
SB 1281
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(Block D) Law schools: unaccredited law school disclosures. ( Chaptered: 7/22/2016

pdf

html

)

Status: 7/22/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 87, Statutes of 2016.
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Location: 7/22/2016-S. CHAPTERED
Summary: Existing law requires any law school that is not accredited by the examining committee
of the State Bar of California (State Bar) to provide every student with a disclosure statement,
subsequent to the payment of any application fee but prior to the payment of any registration fee, that
contains, among other things, a statement that the law school is not accredited and the number and
percentage of students who have taken and who have passed the first-year law student's
examination and the final bar examination in the previous 5 years, or since the establishment of the
school, whichever time is less, as specified. This bill would additionally require a law school that is
not accredited by the American Bar Association (ABA) to publicly disclose on its Internet Web site,
specified information, including tuition costs, class sizes, number of faculty, bar passage data, and
employment outcomes for graduates. The bill would define terms for these purposes. The bill would
also authorize the State Bar to develop a standard information reporting template. The bill would
require specific disclosure information be distributed by the school to all applicants being offered
conditional scholarships at the time the scholarship offer is extended.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
SB 1359
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(Block D) Public postsecondary education: course materials. ( Chaptered: 9/13/2016
Status: 9/13/2016-Chaptered by Secretary of State - Chapter 343, Statutes of 2016.
Location: 9/13/2016-S. CHAPTERED

pdf

html

)

Summary: The Donahoe Higher Education Act authorizes the activities of the 4 segments of the
postsecondary education system in the state. These segments include the 3 public postsecondary
segments: the University of California, which is administered by the Regents of the University of
California, the California State University, which is administered by the Trustees of the California
State University, and the California Community Colleges, which is administered by the Board of
Governors of the California Community Colleges. Private and independent postsecondary
educational institutions constitute the other segment. This bill would require each campus of the
California Community Colleges and the California State University, and would request each campus
of the University of California, to identify in the online version of the campus course schedule its
courses that exclusively use digital course materials, as specified, and communicate to students that
the course materials for these courses are free of charge and therefore not required to be
purchased. By imposing new duties on community college districts, this bill would impose a statemandated local program. The bill would become operative on January 1, 2018. This bill contains
other related provisions and other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
SCA 1
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(Lara D) University of California: terms of regents. ( Amended: 5/19/2016 pdf html )
Status: 8/31/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(17). (Last location was INACTIVE
FILE on 8/31/2016)
Location: 8/31/2016-S. DEAD
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Summary: Existing provisions of the California Constitution provide that the University of California
constitutes a public trust, and require the university to be administered by the Regents of the
University of California, a corporation in the form of a board, with full powers of organization and
government, subject to legislative control only for specified purposes. This measure would reduce
the terms of regents appointed by the Governor for terms commencing on or after the effective date
of the measure to 10 years, and would prohibit these regents from serving more than 2 terms on the
board, as specified . The measure would provide that regents serving on the board on the effective
date of the measure who had served more than one term, as specified, could continue to serve until
the expiration of their terms, but would not be eligible for reappointment to the board. The measure
would also provide that regents serving in their first terms on the board on the effective date of the
measure, as specified, would be eligible for reappointment to the board for no more than one
additional term. This bill contains other existing laws.
Organization
HASTINGS
Notes 1:
SCA 5
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(Hancock D) Local government finance. ( Amended: 4/12/2016 pdf html )
Status: 8/31/2016-Failed Deadline pursuant to Joint Rule 61(b)(17). (Last location was GOV. & F.
on 4/12/2016)
Location: 8/31/2016-S. DEAD
Summary: The California Constitution provides that all property is taxable, unless exempted by the
California Constitution or by federal law. The California Constitution authorizes the Legislature to
classify personal property for differential taxation or for exemption by means of a statute approved by
a 2/3 vote of the membership of each house. This measure would exempt from taxation for each
taxpayer an amount up to $500,000 of tangible personal property used for business purposes. This
measure would prohibit the Legislature from lowering this exemption amount or from changing its
application, but would authorize it to be increased consistent with the authority described above.
This measure would provide that this provision shall become operative on January 1, 2019. This bill
contains other related provisions and other existing laws.
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Agenda Item: 11
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

DIRECTOR COMMENTS AND BOARD ANNOUNCEMENTS

This is a time reserved for Directors who wish to briefly comment on Board matters,
provide a reference to staff or other resources for factual information, or direct staff to place
items on future agenda.

Agenda Item: 12
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

THE BOARD WILL GO INTO CLOSED SESSION AT APPROXIMATELY 11:00 A.M.

The Board will adjourn to the closed session to consider the items listed on the Closed
Session Agenda. At the conclusion of the Closed Session, the Board will reconvene the
Open Meeting prior to adjourning the meeting, to report on any actions taken in Closed
Session for which a report is required by law.

Agenda Item: *13
Board of Directors
December 2, 2016

OPEN BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

ACTION ITEM:
*13.

ADJOURNMENT

The meeting was adjourned at ____:_____

